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Because everybody appreciates the new recording experience that
SOUNDCRAFT Magnetic Recording Tape can give. Its special FA4
formulation captures and then reproduces the full frequency spectrum,
enabling you to enjoy the majesty of your favourite orchestra or the
subtle musical variations of East Coast jazz. In clarity too
SOUNDCRAFT is remarkable—famed for its 'Background of
Silence'.
Your recorder deserves the best—deserves the tape that is at this
moment speaking from space. Buy SOUNDCRAFT tape now and
prove to yourself just how much difference there is. It's SOUNDCRAFT
tape for a new experience in high fidelity recording.
Your Recorder deserves

*ASK YOUR DEALER!
SOUNDCRAFT products are chosen
for the U.S. Space Satellites Tyros I and
II. Tyros II is at this moment transmitting to the Earth on 108 and 108.03 m/cs.
Already in use by leading professional
recording studios in this country.

SOUNDCRAFT
MAGNETIC

RECORDING

TAPE

On 'Mylar' (Polyester) Long Play and Double Play tensilised or SOUNDCRAFT
Tri-Acetate, Standard and Long Play. Each in 3" (tape mailers) 5", 5J" and 7"
reel sizes. 4 spoke reels all with coloured Mylar Leaders. Packs cellophane sealed
against dust. Each with colour coding for easy identification.

SOUNDCRAFT MAGNETICS

LTD

- Haddenham

Manufactured by Reeves Soundcraft Corporation, Connecticut U.S.A.
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For highest quality equipment

at lowest possible prices

DA STRO
HI-FI FM TUNER Model FM-4U
TO ALL MUSIC LOVERS
This model is available in two units which, for
HI-FI ENTHUSIASTS
your convenience, are sold separately. They
comprise a Tuning Unit (model FMT-4U) at Our wide range does no! permit adequate
£3.5.0. incl. P.T. and an I.F. amplifier unit , coverage of ail models. A FREE CATA(model FMA-4U) at £11.11.0. The Tuning • LOGUE and full specifications of any
Unit is despatched wired and tested. Provision particular model will be gladly sent on
is made for stereophonic F.M. radio trans- request without obligation on your part.
missions. Printed circuit for I.F. amplifiers
WIRED AND TESTED MODELS NOW
and ratio detector. Built-in power supply, AVAILABLE. PRICES ON REQUEST.
7 valves, many refinements. Range 88-108
Mc/s. (Illustration bottom right.)
All prices Include free delivery in U.K. Deferred
Total Cost
£14.16.0
terms available on orders over £10.

TAPE RECORDING AND REPLAY HI-FI
AMPLIFIER
Mono, model TA-IM, Stereo model TA-IS
For use with most tape decks. Thermometer type recording indicators, press-button speed compensation and
input selection, 3-position bias level and printed circuit
construction.
TA-IM
£18. 2.6
TA-IM and Collaro "STUDIO" £30.10.0
TA-IM and Truvox Mk. 6 ... £46.17.6
TA-IS (illustration Centre) ... £23.6.0
TA-IS and Collaro "STUDIO" £35.14.0
TA-IS and TRUVOX Mk. 6 ... £52.1.0
A WHOLE RANGE OF PACKAGED DEALS (INCLUDING "CONNOISSEUR" TURNTABLES and DECCA
llss PICK-UP) NOW AVAILABLE TO SAVE YOU
FURTHER MONEY.

HI-FI EQUIPMENT CABINETS
"COTSWOLD" HI-FI FREE SUSPENSION
A range of equipment cabinets is now available
SPEAKER SYSTEM
to meet the differing needs of enthusiasts. All This is an acoustically designed enclosure 26 in. x 23 in. x
14)
in.
housing
a 12 in. bass speaker with 2 in. speech
are accurately machined for ease of assembly and coil, elliptical middle
speaker, together with a pressure
unit
to
cover
the
full frequency range of 30-20.000 c/s.
left " in the while " for finish to personal taste.
Capable
of
doing
justice
to the finest programme source,
Designed for maximum operating convenience or its polar distribution makes
it ideal for really Hi-Fi
Delivered complete with speakers, cross-over
for where room space is an overriding considera- Stereo.
unit, level control. Tygan grille cloth, etc. All parts pretion, (his range has at least one model to meet cut and drilled for case of assembly and left "in the white"
veneered for finish to personal taste. Can be easily
your requirements. Why not send for full details? assembled
in an evening and you then have a system fully
comparable
with any in the £40-£75 class. Assembled
COTSWOLD *
THE "MALVERN"
£11.5.6 to £17.18.6
weight 61 lb.
£21 19s. Od.
Here are some other interesting Heathkit Models for you:
HI-FI SPEAKER SYSTEM Model SSU-I. This kit is
HI-FI STEREO 16-WATT AMPLIFIER Model S-88.
easily assembled. It contains twin speakers and balance
within its power rating, this is the finest stereo amplifier f
control in its direct ducted port reflex cabinet. It is equally
available, regardless of price. U/L push-pull output.
suitable for stereo or mono in average room. (Legs
0.1 % distn. at 6 w/chal.
£26 12s. 6d.
£10 17s. 6d.
( £1 Is. Od.) Less legs.
S-88
TRANSISTOR
INTERCOM.
Models
XI-IU and '
HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC WORKSHOP
XIR-1U. Ideal for office or home. Each Master
KIT. Model EW-1. This new kit will help your boy
operates
up
to
five
Remotes.
9v
battery
operated.
to understand electronics, by making at least
XI-IU £10 ISs. 6d.
X1R-1U £4 38. Od.
SSU-l
' 20 exciting experiments, including Transistor
Radios, Intercom Sets, Burglar Alarm, Electric
STEREO
CONTROL
UNIT
Model
USC-l. A dc j
Eye. etc.
£7 18s. Od.
luxe stereo control unit with variable filter. >
switched
rumble
filler,
printed
circuit
boards and
HI-FI STEREO 6-WATT AMPLIFIER Model
I SC-I
many other refinements. Operates direct from
Attractively styled, completely self1 S-33.
tape
heads.
£18
ISs. 6d.
contained.
Printed
circuit
makes
it
easy
to
build.
1
! Only 0.3% distortion at 2$ W/chal. U/I output,
TRANSISTOR PORTABLE RADIO Model 1
ganged controls.
£12 8s. 6d.
S-33
UXR-I. Superbly styled hide case, with golden
relief and crystal easy-to-tune dial: this com• AUDIO SIGNAL GENERATOR Model AG-9LT.
pletely self-contained 6-transistor dual-wave set '
Delivers up to 10 volts pure sine-wave (less than
TA-IS
performs brilliantly everywhere, even in a car. '
1 0.1% distortion, 20 c/s to 20 kc/s). Decade
Reproduction is exceptionally good. Printed '
switch-selected
frequencies
from
10
to
100,000
c/s.
1
circuit.
£14 18s. 6d.
Internal 600 Ohm N/l load, or external.
£19 19. 6d.
SHORTWAVE TRANSISTOR PORTABLE i
POWER AMPLIFIER 12-WATT Model MA.12.
Model RSW-I Four wave-band seven transistor ,
Single channel, ideal for stereo conversion.
portable with telescopic and fcrrite aerials, slow- ,
M.
£10 198. 6d. IRUVdxMk 6 motion tuning. Covers Medium. Trawler, and 6-26 ,
UXR-I
Mc/s in four switched bands. Uses printed circuit ,
LOW INPUT HI-FI STEREO PRE-AMPLIFIER
board and latest circuit technique. Superbly styled ,
Model USP-I. An input of 2-20 mV will produce
leather
case.
£22
10s.
Od.
,
an output adjustable from 20 mV to 2 volts. This
enables low-input p.u's, etc., to load fully subseO TRUVOX TD-1 Mk. 6 TAPE DECK. High !
quent amplifiers of medium sensitivity. Negligible
quality mono-stereo Tape Deck. Three B.T.H. .
distortion.
£6 17s. 6d.
shaded pole motors with silent drive. "Wow" and .
"flutter" limited to less than 0.2%. Complete )
SI L DIO
COLLARO "STUDIO" TAPE DECK. Two
operation by push-button controls. £29 ISs. Od. ,
tracks. "Wow" and "flutter" not greater than
0.15% at 7J'_ op.s. Long Terra Speed_ Stability
GL-58
MOHICAN" GENERAL COVERAGE RECEIVER
better than 0.5%.
£17 10s. Od.
Model GC-IU. Fully transislorised. Four piezo-clcctric
transfiltcrs.
To
overcome
Ihe
problems
of
alignment,
etc.,
:
SUGDEN MOTOR UNIT " CONNOISSEUR ". Heavy
the R.F. "front end" is supplied as a pre-assembled and :
duty motor, operating at 33) and 45 r.p.m. Very heavy
pre-aligned unit.
£38 ISs. Od. :
12' turntable.
£17 Is. 5d.
GOLDRING-LENCO TRANSCRIPTION RECORD ,
COMPLETE MATCHED STEREO OUTFIT, including
PLAYER
Model
G.L.S8.
Filled
with
the
G.60
pick-up ,
RP-1U Record Player (until supplies are exhausted),
arm, it has infinitely variable speed adjustment between 6 F.M. TUNER
1 SIS-33 Stereo Amplifier and SSU-l Twin Speaker Systems.
33J and 80 r.p.m. and four fixed speeds. 31 lb. turntable (
Pedestal Speaker legs £2 2s. optional extra. £44 9s. 4d.
to reduce rumble, "wow" and "flutter". £20 12s. Od.
OTHER HEATHKIT MODELS AVAILABLE
JUST POST THIS COUPON FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
World's largest-selling VALVE VOLTMETER
Model V-7A £13.0.0
G/P
OSCILLOSCOPE
(5 in. Hal-face screen)
Model 0-I2U £36.10.0
TICK
Without obligation please send me
" HAM " TRANSMITTER
Model DX-40U £32.10.0
HERE
VARIABLE FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR
Model VF-IU £11.2.0
t FREE BRITISH HEATHKIT CATALOGUE ...,
TRANSISTOR RADIO for Ihe youngsters
Model UJR-I £2,16.6
RESISTANCE/CAPACITANCE
BRIDGE
Model C-3U £8.6.6
^ FULL DETAILS OF MODEL(S)
AUDIO VALVE MILLIVOLTMETER
Model AV-3U £13.18.6
AUDIO
WATTMETER
Model
AW-IU £14.14.0
Kindly writ* below in BLOCK CAPITALS
EE
DEPT. HT5
NAME
DAYSTR0M LTD. GLOUCESTER, ENGLAND
ADDRESS
A member of the Daystrom Group, manufacturers of
THE LARGEST-SELLING ELECTRONIC KITS IN THE WORLD
HT5
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1 SIMPLE TO OPERATE
Anyone can operate the Garrard system.
Controls have been simplified. There are
three positions only—PLAY—RECORD—
WIND.
2 MAGAZINE LOADING
No tape threading. No spilling. No
anchoring of tape. Just place the magazine
on the deck and it is ready to operate.
3 EASY STORAGE
The Magazine is the same size as an average
book. It fits neatly on a bookshelf using the
Library Storage Unit.
A GARRARD TAPE POSITION
INDICATOR
Gives precise and accurate indication of
recordings on the tape.
THE

GARRARD

CONTINUOUS-EASY TAPE RECORDING & PLAYBACK
WITH THE GARRARD MAGAZINE METHOD
MAGAZINE TAPE DECK ACCESSORIES
Magazine containing 650 ft. Double Play Tape in conuiner
Magazine only with one empty spool
Reel of 650 ft. Double Play Tape
Garrard Spool only
Library Storage Magazine Container
Tape Position Indicator

ENGINEERING

&

SWINDON

MANUFACTURING
WILTSHIRE
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£ s. d.
I 13 4
8 0
I 4 0
3 3
3 6
I 19 6
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Young Roy's quite the star sports commentator since
we got our Philips Family Tape Recorder. That commentary of his on his White Mice Derby, for instance...
and his Cup Final Imitation seems better every time we
play it!
Roy has to lake his turn, though—because there's no
doubt about it being the family tape recorder. Mum's
using it to rehearse her lines lor the next show at the
Amateur Dramatic Society. Janet's making terrific
progress with her piano-playing now she can listen to
her own efforts with a critical ear. And as for Dadwell, you'd almost take him for a Frenchman since he's
been practising his accent.
In fact, the whole family's agreed about one thing: no
other instrument In Its class gives you such faithful
reproduction and such simple, efficient operation as
Philips Family Tape Recorder. Not to mention four-track
recording thai provides up to eight hours' sound from a
single 7" reel of D.P. tape—Philips tape, of coursel
ONLY 34 GNS. including microphone, 5' reel
of tape, and 5' take-up spool. (.Made in Holland)

PH I PS
PHILIPS
FAMILY TAPE RECORDER
A PRODUCT OF PHILIPS —THE FRIEND OF THE FAMILY

There are countless uses for
PHILIPS FAMILY TAPE RECORDER
that may interest you. including these:
• Practising public speaking. •Party games on
tape. •Non-stop music for parties. •Sound-track
for amateur films. •Spoken letters to relatives
overseas.
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MCMBCR OF THE
AUDIT (UMAU
OF CIRCULATIONS
IT is now very clear, from the increasing number of dealers
who are writing to us, that anything we are able to do to
promote a better understanding of " after-sales-service" will be
welcomed by a large section of the trade. It is equally apparent
that tape recorder owners are just as keen—if not more so—
to see the whole business properly ironed out.
Customers' main complaints seem to stem from the delays
and misunderstandings which occur when machines have to be
returned to the makers for repair. Dealers appear to suffer
most from customers who have not (apparently) read or studied
a maker's guarantee. Both dealers and customers are often
exasperated because of the widely-differing interpretations of
the word " service "—as a result of which one dealer's policy
may be made to look foolish beside the more liberal offers of
another, and so on.
If we may leave tape recorders for a few lines, and take the
example of motor cars, we can cite the recent case of a friend
whose cooling fan bracket fractured. The fan flew off and
lacerated the radiator, and also dented the bonnet for good
measure, cutting the fan belt beyond repair in the process.
Under the terms of his guarantee, he received a free fan bracket
(value about 17s. 6d.) and was obliged to pay nearly £20 for
the labour and time involved for repairs. This type of guarantee
—" replacement of faulty materials, only: nothing for time and
labour "—is a mockery. But it is widespread. And, in the case
of a motor car, only the very best of the reputable firms will
give, and implement, a full guarantee.
Returning to tape recorders, with the above in mind, we
can see that things could be a lot worse. As with most other
electronic appliances, the maker's guarantee usually extends
for one year, often excludes transport and labour, and stipulates
that the valves are covered only by the customary BVA warranty.
With few exceptions, therefore, the purchaser should realise that
his own peace of mind depends very largely upon the status of
the dealer with whom he deals.
Some dealers offer no service at all, and merely route defective
machines to the makers. Other dealers offer a period of full and
free service (regardless of maker's guarantee). Others give full
and free service during the guarantee period, over-riding the
maker's contract, and then charge for service after that date.
How a dealer operates his service department, in terms of profit
or loss, is up to him entirely. The fact that he runs such a
department and does good work on or near the showroom
premises, is a fact that should influence all potential purchasers.
We feel—and very strongly—that the customer should watch
his own interests in this matter; and if he is in any doubt, then
he should think again before buying. We also feel that—bearing
in mind the very limited liability of an average guarantee—the
purchaser of any piece of equipment which is liable to need
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service might happily subscribe to some form of afler-sales-service
or maintenance scheme, which would cost him very little, but
which would guarantee him a specified period (2, 3 or 5 years)
of all-in maintenance. Such schemes have been operated very
successfully by some of the more conscientious and reputable
radio and television dealers, and we recommend the idea for
tape recorders. It is not an imposition on customers, as might
at first be thought by some people. It is an advantage which
many can share at small cost, by making it possible for a
dealer to expand and maintain a better workshop service for their
direct benefit.
We will pursue this service theme, as promised; and in the
meantime please see page 581 for the first addresses of dealers
who undertake to provide good service for their customers.
COVER PICTURE
THE jumble of bits and pieces on the editorial workbench
at the beginning of December gave us the idea for this
picture, so we suspended experiments and rigged up the camera.
One item of equipment is very new and is, we think, illustrated
photographically here for the first time—the latest Brenell deck
with N.A.B. spools (which hold 3,600 feet of long play tape).
We shall be dealing with this deck later and at greater length
in the magazine; but for those who cannot wait for the full
details, let us explain that the professional-sized spools are
locked to the shafts by means of two pairs of metal plates.
When these are removed, the deck accepts all other standard
spools.
NEXT MONTH
TJECAUSE of the pre-Christmas rush which (annually) holds
■L' everyone at panic stations in order to ensure that both
December and January papers are completed before everyone
—printers, distributors, editorial and advertising staff included—
begin to concentrate on Christmas cards and crackers, it has
been impossible for us to put the screws on all our contributors
in time for us to slate reliably what the final contents of our
February number will be! Pressure has, however, been applied
to contributors Tutchings, Baimain, Bartlett-Still and Golding
and others; and all of them have promised to deliver the goods
in time for Vol. 4, No. 1. In the meantime we wish you all
a really Happy. Prosperous and Peaceful 1962.
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FREE OFFER

John Berwick presents
L_
EMIGUIDES
6 demonstration tapes that pave

Start collecting your emiguides now.
Every spool carries a coupon. Six
coupons bring you free a special Emitray for storing the complete set.

the way to better recording
John Berwick, the well-known writer and broadcaster on all
aspects of tape recording, has devised, written and recorded
six emiguides. With these, you can make your tape recordings
as good as his.
How are you on microphone technique? Ever tried trick
recording? Whatever you want to know is almost certainly
on emiguides, brought to you by the makers of emitape. On
them, John Borwick illustrates the answer to every problem
with examples; you hear the sounds you should be getting
and those you shouldn't, learning as you listen, how to
achieve the first and how to avoid the second.
All six tapes make a first-rate introduction to tape recording but each emiguide is available separately and is completely self-contained. Each spool can be used again for your
own recordings, and is very good value at 8/6.

560

EMIGUIDES BY

EMI
EMITAPE DIVISION. EMI SALES AND SERVICE LTD,
HAYES. MIDDLESEX. HAYES 38*3

NEWS

FROM

THE

Marketing Change for E.M.I. Sound Division
FOLLOWING a revised agreement between Electrical and
Musical Industries Ltd., and Thorn Electrical Industries
Ltd., the British Radio Corporation will handle all domestic
sound products carrying the " His Master's Voice" and
" Marconiphone" trade marks. E.M.I, announce that their
domestic sound products and components will continue to be
available, mainly under the E.M.I, trade mark, for the home and
export markets.
The present E.M.I, range consists of the luxury Glyndcbourne
Mk. IV Stereogram, a range of record players, the recently
introduced " Voicemaster" 65A tape recorder, and the EPU 100
precision pickup for the hi-fi connoisseur. E.MJ. components
available include loud speakers, playing decks and specialised
electric motors.

WORLD

OF

TAPE

.

Reslo PR Microphone

^ _

HPHE photograph
shows the Reslo
PR ribbon microphone which was
reviewed in the
November issue. The
microphone shown
at the top of the
review was the Reslo
RB microphone. We
regret any inconvenience caused to the
manufacturers and
readers. The price of
the PR microphone
is £7 10s. (low
impedance),
£8
(medium and high).
The manufacturers
are Reslosound Ltd.,
24 Upper Brook
Street,
Mayfair,
London, W.l.

Ready for take-off. Instructor and pupil, members of me Kent
Gliding Club, use a Grundig TK\ for instructional purposes at
West Mailing aerodrome.
GJE.C. Tape Recorder
G.E.C. have announced their first-ever tape recorder to complete their range of radio, television and stereo for 1961.
It is the G 701 recorder fitted with a B.S.R. Monardeck, with
a tape speed of 3} i/s and two track recording. The deck
accommodates reels of up to 5J in. diameter. Other features
listed are: Separate tone controls, external speaker sockets,
magic eye level indicator, 7 x 3i in. speaker, power output
2i watts. The claimed frequency response is 60 to 8,000 c/s.
The size of the recorder is 14 x 14 x 6i. Price £26 5s. complete
with 600 ft. tape, 1 empty spool, microphone and radio lead.
Manufacturers G.E.C, Ltd. (Radio and Television) Ltd, Langley
Park, Slough, Bucks.

R.C.A. Introduce Tape to U.K.
R.C.A. Great Britain Limited announce that they are
marketing R.C.A. Red Seal Professional Quality Magnetic
Tape manufactured at the R.C.A. plant in Indianapolis.
With their widespread background and experience in the field
of high quality recording, R.C.A. have concentrated on the
production of top quality tape. It is planned to extend the
present range of acetate and mylar based i in. tape by the
introduction of instrumentation and television tapes in the
near future.
•
*
•
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Hi-Fi News

Tape Recorders Demonstrated
A VERY successful evening was had at the " Princess Louise,"
High Holbom, W.C.I, where the L.C.A. (Distributing) Co.
Ltd. he'd a Trade Show to introduce the latest tape recorders
from their current range, and demonstrations were given by
the manufacturers of the new Telefunken 95 (59 gns.), new
Truvox R84 (59 gns.), the Brenell " M " (88 gns.), and a completely new Deck and Machine was introduced by Veritone Ltd.,
the Veritone " Sixteen" (107 gns.), which created wide interest
when they carried out a completely impromptu live piano
recording with a member of the L.C.A. staff.
Among the audience were many leading specialists in the tape
recording retail trade, together with several professional sound
recording studios. Also on display were 40 other recorders by
leading manufacturers. It is the intention of this company to
hold further shows to introduce future new models.
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a problem as he had no means of listening to it. However he
managed to borrow a recorder from one of the big companies
and settled down to hear what his Canadian friend had to say.
Nothing but a jumbled conglomeration of sounds came out, the
tape obviously having been recorded on a very different type of
machine to the one on which Mr. Standen was trying to play
it back, but at least it proved that it was a recording. In order
to make sense of it he decided that the only thing to do was
to buy a machine of his own, even if it did seem a case of
putting the cart very much before the horse!
Once in possession of a machine he became, inevitably
bitten by the recording bug and not only did he reply on tape
to his friend in Canada, but he wrote in Braille to his many
blind friends all over the world enthusing about his new
hobby. They in turn became interested, purchased their own
machines, and soon taped messages were flying in from the
four corners of the earth.
Many Volunteers to Help
Thus the Tape Circle for the Blind was born, for he decided
that what interested him would probably be of interest to the
others, and so instead of replying to each contact individually he
made up composite tapes from all his correspondents and sent
them round the group, leaving space on the tapes for more
comments as each reel did the rounds. Many of these founder
members in Australia, America, Canada and Germany are
still included in the circle, and of course there are now many
members in this country.
By 1956 the circle had grown to such proportions that a
meeting was called for all those able to reach London, to
discuss finance. Up to this time all expenses had been paid by
Charles Standen himself, but as the organisation grew this was
obviously an impossible situation, and it was decided that
henceforth each member should contribute twenty-five shillings
a year to help cover the cost of postage, damaged tapes, reels
lost or broken in transit and other incidental expenses.
The scope of the organisation began to broaden out to include
the services of sighted readers and volunteers were asked for
through the columns of a tape-recording magazine. Many came
forward, and though some have since fallen by the wayside
most of those first volunteers are still reading away. Bill Rawle
was one who did some sterling work in those early days as
Secretary of the Blind Section of the British Tape Recording
Society, and he is still a regular reader to-day. In all there
are now about twelve regular readers and Mr. Standen has a
further fifty or sixty names on his books of people who can be
called on whenever needed.

'"THE thirty-two children of the Pennington Junior Mixed
School, Hampshire, who took part in making the winning
tape in the Schools Section of the British Amateur Tape
Recording Contest, were entertained by Grundig (Great Britain)
Limited at a special party held at The Pavilion, Bournemouth,
on Monday, November 6th.
During tea, the Grundig Shield was presented as a permanent
memento to the Head Boy and Head Girl of the school by Mr.
Alan Stableford, Chairman of the Federation of British Tape
Recording Clubs, and one of the judges of the contest.
Mr. R. B. Cruse, who submitted the winning tape, and also
carried off first prize in the Schools Section of the International
Contest, had previously received the Grundig Cup at a special
ceremony held in London earlier in the year.
French T.V. Play in Stereo Sound
AT 9 p.m. on the evening of Wednesday November 1st, the
•* * French television service presented a play, " The Persians ",
in stereophonic sound, based on a story more than two thousand
years old.
It was an unusual transmission in that there were no left- or
right-hand channels, but rather a " front " and a " back " channel.
The front channel was transmitted on the television sound channel with the receiver facing the viewer in the usual manner, whilst
the back channel was transmitted on FM by the France IV HauteFid6lite programme, with the radio set up behind the viewer.
The TV sound channel carried the speech, and the FM programme the various sound effects required, as well as a choir.
Before the play began, the R.T.F. introduced a "TV family"
who showed how to position the television and radio receiver
for optimum results.
This experimental transmission combining stereo sound with
a visual image is believed to be the first of its kind in Europe.
Any readers who would be interested in hearing a short stereo
tape extract from this transmission should contact either Mr.
R. V. Huddlestone, 9 College Avenue, Melton Mowbray, Leicestershire, or Bernard Stevens, 74 rue de Trazegnies, Pont-a-Celles,
Hainaut, Belgium, for further details.

Distribution
With the general tapes, rules are strict. They are distributed
on a library basis and a member is only allowed to keep a
tape three days, after which, whether he or she has had time
to play it or not, it must be returned to headquarters. In the
early days the reels were passed on by a rota system from
member to member, but the Postmaster General objected to
this, and in order to take advantage of the cheap postal rates
charged on articles for the blind it was decreed that each reel
had to go back and forth to Charles Standen for distribution,
thus multiplying his work many times over. When it is realised
that he handled well over a hundred general tapes alone in
1960 it gives some idea of the amount of time he has to devote
to the organisation. Every package must bear the special label
carrying the legend " Tape Reading Service for the Blind " (the
title which now embraces all the activities of the Tape Circle)
in green print on the front. Likewise all packages have to be left
unsealed at one end so that, should the fancy take him, the
Postmaster General can at any time extract the contents and have
a little listen. This later regulation of course falls into line with
the rules governing the printed paper rate in this country.

The Tape Circle for the Blind
WHEN, in 1954, Charles Standen received through the post,
from Canada, something that resembled a spool of
celluloid tape, he had no idea what it could be. It might have
been a reel of film, but as both he and the sender were blind
this seemed unlikely; then it suddenly occurred to him that it
might possibly be the peculiar substance called recording tape
which was just beginning to get publicity in the newspapers as
the sound medium of the future. If it were so, it still presented
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As tape recording becomes more and more popular the
members of the tape circle become more numerous and its
activities become more widespread. Other clubs are beginning to
take advantage of its services. To quote one instance, a master
tape, an hour and a half long, consisting of selected items
from the tape circle is now distributed monthly to the members
of the Cultural Society for Disabled. All in all it would seem
that a chain of happiness was started for many people when
that first, small, mysterious parcel plopped through Charles
Standen's letter-box way back in 1954.
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Grasshopper Group Winter Programme
A glance at the programme shows the following highlights:
January 6th, Film show—" Les Visiteurs du Soir " and " Dustbin
Parade". January 22nd. Lecture on the Magnasync Nomad
by Paul Hansard. January 27th, Experimental Films. February
3rd, Film show—including " The Boy Kumasenu " (Ghana). Every
Thursday is production evening. Details from: Hon. Secretary,
35 Endell St., W.C.2.
Voicespondcncc Appoint New Officers
A THREE-MAN team of administrative officers now fully
represent the ever growing numbers of Voicespondence club
members in this country. In a recent election for the vacant
position as District Deputy for the U.K.—Robert Shipman was
voted into office. One of his main duties will be to send out a
three-inch " Welcome to Voicespondence" tape which he has
made up in conjunction with the U.K. publicity chairman, to
extend a hand of welcome and help to new members getting
started in this hobby.
Other duties within Voicespondence are carried out by Fred
Gazeley who performs a marathon task for the blind members
in this country by reading the dub publications on to tape, and
is the service committee representative in this country.
Third member of the team is Londoner Robert Coote who as
publicity chairman is enrolling new members to this International
Hobby dub which claims the largest number of active members
of any tape club in the world.

Rev. R. Hughes (left), President of Lee College, Chattanooga,
and the Rev. Douglas B. Gray, conductor of the London
Crusader Choir, being interviewed by R. Mayor using a Gntndig
T.K.I recorder.
London Choir Visits North America
"DRITAIN'S leading gospel choir, the London Crusader Choir
^ renowned for its radio and television recording and prison
visiting, have recently returned from a North American tour.
Altogether they travelled over 13,000 miles in 17 days, starting in
Montreal, and visiting Toronto, Niagara Falls, Georgia, Washington and New York. The choir gave over twenty-five concerts,
induding some on radio and television.

Simon Equipment Produce Booklet
SIMON EQUIPMENT LTD., have produced a new booklet
entitled " Tape Recording is Fun " dealing with tape recording since the earliest days, providing those considering purchasing
a recorder with a simple straightforward guide.
The book covers the principles of recording, points to remember when selecting machines and microphones, methods of recording and an explanation of the terms used by the enthusiast.
Tape Recording is fun is obtainable, free of charge from Simon
Equipment Ltd., Recorder House, 48 George Street, London,
W.l.

WoHd-widc Tape Club
BRITAIN'S newest tape exchange organisation " Worldwide
Tapetalk " has now been in existence for six months and
its membership increase from zero in June to the present figure
of over 200 is a worthy achievement due in no small measure,
the secretary feels, to the pulling power of advertising, combined
with a modest membership fee and the organisation's friendly
approach. Any reader wishing to obtain details is invited to
write to the secretary: Mr. C. L. Towers, 35 The Gardens, West
Harrow, Middlesex.

Committee Member Appointed
rxURING the Annual General Meeting of the London Tape
Recording Club it unanimously voted to elect Alan Stableford to the position of President, and Roger Aslin as VicePresident. The Secretary and Treasurer were re-elected for
another year, and Ken Blake was given the position of
Chairman.
This left three vacancies in the committee and these positions
were filled by Bill Groves, Frederick Fowle, and Godfrey
Mousset, who has occupied the post of Programme Secretary.
The venue for the club remains at the Abbey Community
Centre, but the meetings are now only once a month. This will
be on the fourth Thursday of every month. Details can be
obtained from T. Devereux, 32 Windmill Lane, Southall,
Middlesex.

ARE YOU MAKING FULL USE
OF YOUR TAPE RECORDER?
Full Elementary Course with handbook
3 gns
New advanced French, German and
Italian Courses available
4 gns
Comprehensive Courses including text
book (well-known) Harraps edition 6 gns
PImm wrhm for dotollt or ua for m froo dtnoottrotioa
TUTOR-TAPE COMPANY LTD.
66 Sloane Street, S.W.I. Tel: BELgravia 1405
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theatre on 11th December. Copies of the musical score were
not available and the producer of the show was relieved of
what could have been a serious rehearsal problem. Recently,
through the courtesy of the makers, members were given an
opportunity to examine the latest E.M.I, portable stereo machine,
the RE 301, which is as impressive in appearance as it is in
performance. Several members have since been seen making
frantic efforts to save money. Further details can be obtained
f om Miss June Goodman, Arts Club Little Theatre, Oddfellows
Hall, Parkshot, Richmond, Surrey.
•
•
•
RyfR. H. P. SPRING, the Chief Engineer of Grundig (Great
Britain) Ltd., recently visited the Coventry Tape Recording
Club, accompanied by Mr. Plume, the Southern Area Sales
Manager and Mr. Armstrong, the Midland Area Representative.
Mr. Spring had brought a number of recorders in the Grundig
range—the TK 60 machine, the TK I and the latest addition to
the Grundig range—the TK 14. After reading the specification
of each machine he demons! ated the quality of reproduction of
each one in turn. Also on view was the Grundig GMU 3 electronic mixer, and a tape recorded on the TK 60, using this, was
played.
After the interval Mr. Spring told something about the likely
future trends in tape recorder manufacture and emphasised that
for some time there was likely to be no new startling developments. With the aid of a blackboard and some chalk he illustrated in a most lucid way the bias effect on low and high frequencies. This talk could have continued much longer but it
was felt that there should be some time devoted to questions and
twenty-five minutes was allocated for this purpose. Further details
available from Mr. L. S. Day, 41 Moseley Avenue, Coventry.
•
•
•
XAEMBERS of the Bristol Tape Recording Club have visited
the Bath club with a view to obtaining ideas and planning
future recordings in the West of England. It has been decided
that events worthy of recording will be duplicated by both clubs
and played back later in a competitive spirit. So far recordings
made during the last few months have been a " Rock 'n' Roll"
session whose four microphones, two recorders and an echo
chamber had to compete with guitars playing through amplifiers
totalling 200 watts; a harvest festival, recording bells at Wells
Cathedral and St. Nicholas, Bristol and a visit to the Bristol
Fire Brigade Headquarters.
The Bristol Club would like to hear from other clubs throughout the country in order to exchange programmes. Details can
be obtained from M. E. Hoi Her, 27 Dean Lane, Southville,
Bristol 3.

—• ^ .

Nelson Woerner, a member of the Rugby Amateur Tape Recording Society seen recording in his home at Dunchurch.
'"PWELVE members of the Walsall and District Tape Recording
Club recently visited the Coventry Tape Recording Club
and saw a tape and slide demonstration given by Mr. S. Day.
It is hoped a return visit will be arranged shortly.
It is now twelve months since the club was formed and at
the annual general meeting there were a few committee changes.
Prospects for the coming year are good. One of the members
has written a script for the Christmas Pantomime to be acted
and recorded by members of the club. Once again the club has
moved to new premises at The Stand Tavern, Newport Street,
Walsall. Meetings are held on Wednesday evenings and times
can be obtained from Mrs. /. Watford, 41 Mill Road, Pelsall.
•
•
•
AT the meeting held recently, the Cotswold Tape Recording
Society welcomed Mr. Allen and Mr. Cowley, representing
Simon Equipment, Ltd., who gave a comprehensive demonstration of recording equipment manufactured by their firm. The
principal exhibit was the new SPS, only recently announced by
the company; a monophonic recorder with full provision for
conversion to stereo record and replay, and with many features
not as yet found on the majority of recorders. The SP4, an automatic track-change machine, was also shown, together with the
cheaper recorders of the range, the Minstrelle and the Cymbal.
Ribbon and crystal microphones were also on show.
Prominent in the demonstration was a recording of the organ
of Cheltenham College, made by Peter Turner on Simon equipment—SP4 and Cadenza ribbon microphone. Recordings made
by Peter Duddridge of an operatic group and orchestra were
also featured.
John Yeates announced that he had been able to secure an
interview with Finlay Currie, the actor, who was visiting
Gloucester and Cheltenham in connexion with the film " Ben
Hur". This is to be featured in the Hospital Service, together
with excerpts from the sound track, by special permission of the
company. Further details may be obtained from P. D. Turner,
Cave Cottage, Oakridge Lynch, Slroud, Glos.
•
•
•
r
"PHE recording section of the Richmond and Twickenham Arts
Club Little Theatre is now entering the third season of its
existence. Quoting popular statistics, if all the recordings made
during that time were laid end to end they would add up to
just under four miles of tape recorded full track at 15 i/s, an
unknown quantity of leader tape and an astronomical number
of joints.
The latest task to be undertaken by the members is to provide
each member of the cast with a 7 in. 33t r.p.m. disc of their
songs in an original show to be given its premiere in the Club's

'"PHE North London Tape and Hi-Fi Club recently received a
request from a Belgian soldier in a military hospital at Brussels, for sound effects of London to complete a cine-film he made
during a visit to England in the summer.
In a letter to the secretary, the soldier, 27-year-old Bernard
Stevens, said he would not be able to leave the Army until July,
1962, and asked if members could record sounds of buses, tube
trains, aeroplanes landing and taking off at London Airport, the
chimes of Big Ben, traffic and people in Piccadilly Circus and
music particularly associated with London ... to give him back
the atmosphere of the " wonderful big city."
Mr. Stevens, details of whose equipment appeared in Hi-Fi
News (August, 1961), says that Belgium has a marked lack of
tape recording clubs.
Since then, London Airport has been visited and aeroplane
sounds as well as other effects recorded. An editing session will
be held to put them in a definite order.
Sound effects were also the keynote of a recent competition,
when entries—three-minute stories on tape—had to include the
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following sounds: guitar music, a gun-shot, baby crying, train
sounds and running water. Winner was Ray Maslin, of Boreham
Wood, already with one first to his credit, who said, " Since
I've been a member of a tape club my recordings have improved
tremendously, and I'm sure it's the competitions that have helped
me such a lot."
Other meetings have included a visit from Alan Lovell, of The
Tape Recorder, and a quiz programme answered by members of
the club. Further details can be obtained from R. Collinson, 30
Ridler Road, Forty Hill, En field, Middlesex.
•
•
•

d
r

r

"PHE members of the Orawley and District Tape Recording
Club visited the Eastbourne Tape Recording Club during
last month and were impressed by the club room and the
recordings produced. Mr. F. Whittingham played some of the
recordings which featured in the recent Crawley Talent Competition. The meeting was enjoyed by all members and the Eastbourne club will shortly repay the visit.
The club also welcomed members of the Thornton Heath Tape
Recording Club to a recent meeting and they have been invited
to join them in a social evening at a later date. Details of club
evenings can be obtained from R. C. Watson, 32 Southgate Drive,
Crawley, Sussex.
•
•
•

Roy Coys ton, a blind member of the Walthamstow and District
Tape Recording Society being directed round the Coppermill
telephone exchange by M. Dudley. Members C. Stares and
T. Norton look on.
Cubbing respectively. Another contribution is to come from
a warrant officer, train conducting in Berlin, who has produced
an international Scout tape directory giving details of persons
wishing to tapespond in the movement. With Scouting being
an International movement Mr. Greenway thinks that tape
recording is the natural way of developing world friendship.
The tape magazine is produced quarterly and is available to any
bona fide members of the movement. They should send him a
3i in. tape (250 ft.) (this tape remains their property) and they
will receive a copy of the tape. Albert can also supply copies
of the directory to any scouts interested. Contributions on any
item in which scouts are interested (from 1-15 min.) are welcome.
They should preferably be original (plenty of tips for camp
fires etc).
13 years of age and with more know-how than many others
Jim Tetlow has produced another tape of sounds which mystified the club members. Together with Dennis Osbome and Albert
Greenway, Jim has been touring Birmingham's redevelopment
areas to make a cine film. Soundtrack is also being added via
a Fi-cord. Further details of club activities can be obtained from
E. Judd, 1 Jeremy Grove, Sheldon, Birmingham.

WHAT surprised and delighted many of the Walthamstow
and District Tape Recording Sodely members was a
handwritten note asking operators to be especially helpful to
a blind subscriber on the Exchange. This was noticed by members during a visit to the Coppermill Telephone Exchange
in Hoe Street, Walthamstow, recently.
Members of the Society took battery portable recorders to the
modern Exchange which controls a large part of Walthamstow's
telephone traffic and routes calls from the town to London
exchanges by dialling codes and by manual operation to
Exchanges throughout Britain.
Material collected by the Tape Society members will be edited
and compiled into a short feature tape, this together with photographs taken in the Exchange will go into the rapidly expanding
library made by the club.
•
•
•
r ,
T HE Friem Bamet and District Tape Recording Club recently
presented a programme of entertainment on tape to the local
branch of the British Red Cross this was in addition to the
regular Hospital Programmes provided by the club.
Members have been asked to assist in recording a commentary
for a slide programme showing details of Friern Bamet which
will be sent to their twin town of Chaville in France. New members will be welcome and further information can be obtained
from A. S. Andrews, 13 Hartland Road, Friem Borne I, London,
AMI.
•
•
•

•

•

•

A MOST enjoyable evening was held by members of The
Kettering and District Tape Recording Club recently, when
they visited the nearby, and historical village of Rushton. Portable machines were used to gather a sound picture of the
village, also a nearby railway siding was visited. A supper and
social evening followed at the Thornhill Arms. The landlord
supplying the inevitable story of the ghost that walks the Inn
from time to time. All this has made a most interesting tape
for our club library. Information regarding club nights can be
obtained from A. M. Webb, 93 Regent Street, Kettering,
Northanls.
•
•
•

CLUB member A. Greenway of the South Birmingham Tape
Club has produced a magazine on tape for members of the
Boy Scout and Girl Guide movements. This is called " Scouting
Around" and is distributed to Scouts in Germany, South Africa,
Australia, Ceylon, Holland, America, and to most parts of England. The contents include a discussion on a badge which
scouters take (the Wood Badge)—this is divided into two parts—
theoretical and practical. The first issue of the tape magazine
deals with the Rover Scout theory section with the Aston Villa
Rover Crew (of which Albert is a member) providing an interesting talk.
Other programmes which have been produced and are to come
during the next six months include Jack Skillen and Mrs. Addis
(both of Boy Scout HQ London) giving a talk on Rovering and

AT a recent meeting of the Phoenix Drama and Tape Recording Society it was decided to extend membership overseas,
and the first two to be enrolled were Mr. Ken Maddocks and
Miss Jan Nachnacky of Spokane, Washington, U.SA.
Both have been tapespondcnts of the secretary for the past
three or four months, and are already taking an active part in
the affairs of the club with communal tapes plying back and
forth across the Atlantic and America.
The Society now holds its meetings every Thursday at 7.30
p.m. at the Guildhall, Windsor. Correspondence and enquiries
regarding the society should be addressed, to the secretary,
A. C.C. Smith, 73 Kings Road, Windsor.
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MAGNIFICENCE
There are a few things you can't improve, not significantly. The odd Wm refinement here and
there, the minor blemish eradicated, is all that's worthwhile for several years. Eventually,
there'll be a design or manufacturing development of real consequence. Then, and only then, does a
major change take place.
The people who have bought the Brenell Mark 5 deck or our tape recorders, know that they have
bought also, that kind of design and craftsmanship integrity. There's a special satisfaction in owning
a machine which, year after year, cannot be outdated in facility or performance . . . one with styling
natural to its purpose and unaffected by passing fashion.
Such excellence does not come cheaply, but neither is it as expensive as comparably efficient
equipment. Understandably, a Brenell dealer is not to be found in every High Street, but it would
be well worthwhile to go out of your way for a demonstration of our claims. We would be pleased
to send you your nearest dealer's address and any literature or particular information you may require.
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Abridged specification
3 INDEPENDENT MOTORS (Capstan motor-hysteresis synchronous)
4 RECORDING AND PLAYBACK SPEEDS IJ. 3J, 7^ and IS i.p.s.
FAST REWIND (1,200 ft. rewound in either direction in 45 sees.).
ACCEPTS 8]-in. reels. . INTERLOCKED CONTROLS . PAUSE
CONTROL . DIGITAL REV. COUNTER . PROVISION FOR EXTRA
HEADS (Mono or stereo).
'WOW AND FLUTTER'—Below 05% at 15 ips
Below 15% at 3} ips
Below •!% at 7J ips
Below -25% at l| ips
Tape recorder range includes: MARK 5 STEREO: £99.12.0. 3 STAR: 58 Gns. 3 STAR STEREO: 89 Gns.

Brenell
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Sole manufacturers:
BRENELL ENGINEERING
COMPANY LIMITED
la DOUGHTY STREET,
LONDON, W.C.I
Ho/born 7356 (3 lines)
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By Graham Balmain

ONLY
FOR
BATS!
NEXT to distortion, more nonsense has been talked about
the frequency response of tape recorders than anything
else in audio. Now that the fashion for arguing about the
subject has passed, or at least retired temporarily in favour of
some other topic, it can be examined with perhaps a little less
passion than it used to arouse. Although it hasn't, unfortunately,
reached the stage where everyone can regain a sense of proportion. Students of tape recorder leaflets may have noticed
a rather odd relationship between frequency range and price;
as the one goes up, the other tends to come down.
Thus at the top end of the scale we find a £100-plus machine
with a quoted frequency range of 40-12,000 c/s ±3dB, at 7i
in./sec., and somewhere about the middle a £50 odd machine
giving 40-16,000 c/s ±3dB, at half the speed of the other. Still
going down, one sees at least one recorder with a range of
50-20,000 c/s (no tolerance quoted), and then the figures arc
apt to disappear altogether—forestalling disbelief? On this basis,
a priceless recorder presumably has an immeasurable frequency
range!
Unfair Comparisons
Put this way, these comparisons are, of course, quite unfair
to the machines concerned. The heads and amplifiers of the
three examples are of similar quality, up to the playback preamplifier outputs at least, and most of the price differences are
taken up in differing mechanisms, facilities and casework, which
are mentioned in the leaflets. But the inexperienced amateur
is nevertheless likely to ask himself whether the more obvious
characteristics of a domestic recorder—wow and flutter, distortion, noise, and particularly frequency response—should not
worsen as the price goes down, and to suspect the specifications
when they dont. (Not without reason, in some cases.)
As it happens, frequency response is the easiest factor to
improve, within limits. CBS has already demonstrated a li
in./sec. tape system reported as giving tolerable reproduction
up to 10 Kc/s and more. It would be easy enough to extend
the frequency range at
in./sec. to 40 or 50 Kc/s, without
skimping the mechanism unduly, for perhaps £150. No more
boxy reproduction; no transient distortion; everything—but
everything—emerging with unsurpassed clarity. The snag? It
would probably be the nastiest hi-fi ever; I fancy even the bats
would be disgusted.
" The Wider Vou Open the Window ..."
The B.B.C.'s first chief engineer put his finger very neatly
on this problem many years ago: "The wider you open the
window", he said, " the more muck blows in". How wide,
then, should we open the window, and why do we have to
worry at all?
The most obvious limitations on the frequency range of
programme material arise in the microphones we use (or our
radio transmission/reception set-up) and the loudspeakers
through which we reproduce it Of the two, the input end is the
more restrictive. Microphones, for instance, cut off at much
lower frequencies than one imagines. Cheap crystal microphones
give little above a sharp peak at 6-7 Kc/s, good ones perhaps
10 Kc/s. Moving-coil units give up at about 10 Kc/s, unless
you are prepared to pay £25 or more for an extra 2-3 Kc/s.
Ribbons behave similarly. Good condenser microphones show up
best—at a price—with average responses up to 15 Kc/s. The
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V.H.F. from Wrolham—the best radio transmissions, average
upper limit, 12 Kc/s.
widest-range unit in my lists is a condenser microphone priced
at £110 which is said to cut off at 18-20 Kc/s; not to be confused with those supplied with some domestic tape recorders,
which have perhaps half this range.
" Oh well ", you think, " there is always VHP radio!" The
average cut-off of an FM transmission appears to be about
9 Kc/s. the maximum about 12 Kc/s—if you have a good tuner.
AM radio is hopeless, of course. There is nothing worth
having above 6 Kc/s, and any attempt to get more merely produces more interference: a 9 Kc/s whistle one degree more
annoying than a T.V. line-timebase whistle and a lot of monkeychatter from the station next along in the band. The B.B.C.
can offer a great deal in the way of artistes, orchestras and
studios and a vast amount of experience in using them, but
if anyone wants a really wide frequency range, he should go
and buy himself a condenser microphone and another halfoctave in the musical (?) scale. Or better still, a season ticket
for the Festival Hall.
In spite of all this, many people (including even hi-fi enthusiasts) greatly enjoy FM transmissions and recordings whose
frequency range has been thus restricted. They do not necessarily have cloth ears, but they do recognise that well-engineered
reproduction can be good even if it is not as faithful as it might
be. One regular exhibitor at the Audio Fair makes a point
in its demonstrations of restricting the upper frequency limit
of its tape reproducer firmly, but not too sharply, at 10-12 Kc/s.
The only serious complaint so far has been that the bass was
not quite as firm as it should have been! Otherwise it has
received many compliments on the smoothness of its sound, from
(Continued on page 569)
TAPE RECORDERS • AUDIO EQUIPMENT • DISC
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If you've seen "Ben Hur" or "The Guns of Navarone"
you'll know what we mean. Both these outstanding films
were recorded on Zonastripe — a fact worth remembering
when you are buying tape and want to buy the best.
Zonatapes are supplied in handsome case bound library
containers and are obtainable from most high class radio,
music and photographic shops.

ZONAL FILM (MAGNETIC COATINGS) LTD., THE TOWER, HAMMERSMITH BROADWAY, LONDON, W.6 • TEL: RIVERSIDE 8741
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neither a freak nor a moron—on the contrary, he is inclined to
enjoy hearing real orchestras, brass bands, jazz bands and so
on under conditions which encourage a high-frequency spectrum
content well beyond the capabilities of all but the most elaborate
reproducing systems, without wincing. Our reproducing systems
must be at fault, therefore, at some point or other.
Part of the answer almost certainly lies in small-source
loudspeakers. One doesn't like sound beamed out of a small
hole as a homogeneous cylinder in which one can't separate
what were originally its direct and reflected components; unless
(as we have seen) the high-frequency content, which is least
easily controlled in a studio or concert hall, is attenuated. This
idea is supported by one's greater tolerance of " hi-fi" quality
in a stereophonic reproducer, or for that matter in any other
arrangement which spreads the reproduced sound over a larger
area. Even though the latter cannot possibly separate the
original components, it at least gives one's ears the chance to
go through the motions of doing so in the listening room.

S.T. & C. Type
4105 Microphone.
A professional
unit with a reliable frequency
response of 4010,000 cfs.
experts (including this journal's reviewer), musicians, amateurs,
laymen, and the girl who does the flowers (" I could curl up on
the sofa with that. Not like some here; make you feel you
want blinkers on your ears"). One is made to feel like that
too often.
" But surely", you may ask, " there is no harm in having a
tape recorder with a really wide frequency range? If the input
is restricted, the unused part of the range can't possibly cause
trouble, and I may need it one day This may well be true as
far as it goes, although I might dispute the bit about the unused
range not causing trouble. It is quite common for extraneous
ultrasonic noise to filter into wide-range recording circuits, for
instance, modulate the tape heavily and leave very unpleasant
intermodulation products within the audio range, without otherwise making itself evident at all. And it is even more common
for really wide-range input material to do the same thing on its
own account.
Domestic Heads
With the kind of heads usually used on domestic recorders
it is, you see, practically essential either for the input signal
to be rather fiercely boosted at the highest frequencies or for
the tape to be underbiased, or perhaps both at low speeds. One
cannot otherwise achieve a wide frequency range which looks
good on paper. Either increases the risk of gross distortion,
and the latter also emphasises the very rapid signal fluctuations
(arising from the granular composition of the tape coating and
from variations in head/tape contact) which are labelled "modulation noise" and realised as a perceptible roughness in reproduction.
On cheaper " wide range" machines, in addition, it is rare
to find the bias frequency set high enough to avoid trouble
with intermodulation between it and harmonics of the highest
recorded frequency. "At least five limes the highest audio
frequency" is the working rule. Perhaps we may be forgiven
for doubting whether it is always observed, for a high bias
frequency is usuady expensive.
At this point it may be of interest to see what an authority
has to say. James Moir, in " High Quality Sound Reproduction "
page 65: " At first sight these data (on the frequency spectra of
some every-day sounds and musical instruments) would appear
to define the minimum frequency range for which equipment
should be designed, but . . . the only pleasure to be derived
from a system having an unlimited frequency range is that of
studying the response curves and meditating upon the skill exhibited in designing such a system". Later, after observing
public preferences for astonishingly narrow frequency ranges in
the reproduction of disc and film records, he writes: "The
lower inherent distortion levels in a magnetic tape recording
system allow the reproducer to be operated with a response that
is only 2-3dB down at 12 Kc/s". And this after very carefullydesigned tests using first-class professional equipment and
impeccable programme sources!
One wonders how much of that £S0-worth of 40-16,000 c/s
at 3J in./sec. would have been filtered off by the listening panels
who took part in those tests.
Evidently the general run of listeners to canned music find
they need blinkers on their ears. The average listener is aurally

Intermodulation
However, the fact that the listening panels chose upper
cut-off frequencies differently for different kinds of recording
system means that inherent system characteristics must have some
effect as well. It is also fair to assume that the effect is associated with the part of the range above the chosen cut-off
frequency. In a tape system, it may be intermodulation products or modulation noise which cause the trouble, as suggested
above, or it may in individual cases be something else. Exactly
what it is probably matters less to you than its being there at
all. In the circumstances, you will probably agree that it is
sensible to accept gratefully the benefits of your relatively
distortion-free tape system and not to push your luck too far.
How far? It would certainly be unwise to assume, for
instance, that the usable frequency range of a tape recorder
(as opposed to the available frequency range) goes up in direct
proportion to the speed, as is so often implied in textbooks
on tape recording. You will have realised by now that the
usable frequency range is loosely determined by a combination
of subjective aural effects, which seem to be truly frequencydependent, and the objective frequency-response capabilities of
the reco.der, which fundamentally hardly depend on frequency
at all, but on wavelength. (I hope to enlarge on this latter
point some other time.)
Some Reasonable Limits
At high speeds, therefore, the subjective factor is mainly in
control, and the objective factor at low speeds. In terms of
figures, I would personally offer the following as reasonable
upper frequency limits (i.e. 3dB or so down) for good domestic
reproduction: 12 Kc/s at 15 in./sec.; 10 Kc/s at 7f in./sec.;
7-8 Kc/s at 3} in./sec.; and, if you must, about 5 Kc/s at 1{
in./sec., although I am rather doubtful of using this lowest speed
for anything more serious than speech or background music
at present.
If this shocks your hi-fi souls, I am sorry but unrepentant.
I, too, can hear a 16 Kc/s tone if it is forced upon me. but I
and probably many other music-lovers would willingly forgo
the experience in exchange for something less pretentious but
better-engineered; something to curl up with on the couch, in
fact. For me, 15 Kc/s and beyond is strictly for the bats, man.
LET US BIND YOUR COPIES
To keep your copies of "The Tape Recorder" in perfect
condition send them to us for permanent binding. Hand
stitched and covered in black buckram, they will last a
lifetime. Price with index and postage only 35 shillings, send
to—Back Numbers Dept., 99 Mortimer Street, W.I.
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STRIPE-IT

-

YOURSELF!

FIRST DETAILS OF NEW MACHINES FOR AMATEURS AND PROFESSIONALS

✓~\UR friends at Zonal (who are responsible for the magnetic
striping of the bulk of the amateur and professional cine
film in this country), will undoubtedly raise their eyebrows when
they learn that the amateur is to be offered a machine to enable
him to do this work himself! The machine is the " Cinemaphon"
and it is made in Munich, Germany. It is to be imported and
handled in England by Miniflux Electronics Ltd.
Primarily Designed for Professional Use
We have yet to see these machines, but we have been able
to study the literature and photographs; and they certainly seem
to hold interesting possibilities. Nevertheless, the price for the
individual amateur is high (£100), and at the current price of
one penny-halfpenny per foot for striping, it would require a
footage budget of 16,000 (not counting tape supplies) to make
it a worthwhile proposition for a private user. However, having
made that point in fairness to readers, who may have had their
appetites whetted unduly by our headline, let us discuss and
describe the machines which are, of course, primarily designed
for professional users or (in the case of the amateur model
referred to above) clubs or film groups.
The process of film striping is well understood by most of

our readers, for it has been discussed many times in these pages
during the past three years. By way of a brief re-cap, however,
the most popular method of adding a magnetic stripe to a film
is to apply it " wet"—i.e. to spread a mixture of the magnetic
oxide and lacquer along a carefully controlled width of the film,
so that it extends from the beginning to the end in an unbroken
ribbon. As it sets, the mixture thus becomes a part of the whole
film—a built-on sound track.
Striped film is obviously the best answer to most sound-film
problems, because synchronisation is permanent for as long as
the recording is required. Striped film also has advantages over
an optical sound track, including a better quality of reproduction.
With those facts assumed, it is understandable that many attempts
have been made to discover and perfect methods of film striping;
and. in addition to the method briefly described in the previous
paragraph, there have been several processes for the application
of the magnetic stripe. Most of these have been based upon the
use of acetate-type magnetic tape, which can be chemically
bonded, or cemented, to the acetate cine film.
Adhesive Applied Automatically
The " Cinemaphon" machines exploit this latter method.
Reels of recording tape, pre-slit to the required width, provide
the sound track. The shiny (base) side of the film is wound
into contact with the shiny side of the tape. An adhesive is
applied automatically, and the two surfaces are bonded as they
pass round a drying drum.
Several advantages are claimed by the manufacturers for this
laminating process, as developed in the " CinemaphonFirst
because a flat strip of tape is used, the sound track presents a
flat surface (and hence a greater area of contact) to the magnetic recording and replay heads. Second, it is possible to lay
the sound stripe flush with the film emulsion, thus obviating the
need for a second balancing stripe.
This latter facility is available on the professional machine,
and may be seen in detail in fig. 1. The special grooving adaptor,
with steel or diamond-tipped tool, cuts away a channel in the

FAMOUS BRAND AMERICAN TAPES
FIRST GRADE QUALITY. FITTED WITH LEADER
TAPE AND STOP FOIL
BRAND NEW AND GUARANTEED
5 in. Std. Play. 600 ft.
13/5 in. Long Play, 900 ft.
16/6
Sin. Double Play, 1,200ft.
32/5J in. Long Play, 1,200 ft. ..
19/6
Si in. Double Play. 1,800 ft.
37/7in. Std. Play, 1,200 ft. ..
21/7 in. Long Play, 1,800 ft.
28/6
7 in. Double Play, 2,400 ft...
47/SYNCHROTAPE BRAND TAPES
3 in. Long Play. 225 ft,
4/9
S in. Std. Play, 600 ft.
12/5 in. Long Play, 900 ft.
16/Si in. Std. Play, 8S0 ft.
IS/6
Si in. Long Play. 1,200 ft.
18/6
7 in. Std. Play. 1,200 ft.
19/7 in. Long Play, 1,800 ft.
27/BRAND NEW AND GUARANTEED
PLEASE ADD POSTAGE
SEND FOR FULL LISTS
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G. W. SMITH & Co. (RADIO) Ltd.
3-34 LISLE STREET
LONDON, W.d
T.I.phon.: CERrard C204/9ISS
HOURS OF BUSINESS — 9 •.m. . t p.m. THURSDAY 9 i.m. I p.m.
OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY
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Fig. 2 shows the professional machine loaded up with 16 mm
film and also two spools of tape of different widths for the
application of a main stripe and a balancing stripe.
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Fig. 1 gives a close-up view of the grooving adaptor which is shown fitted in the model in Fig. 3 below.
film emulsion, so that the tape strip falls precisely into the
groove after the application of the adhesive. The dimensions
of the groove are controlled within fine limits by micrometer
tests and adjustments. Fig. 3 shows the location of this grooving
device on the professional model.
As the basis for good lamination must depend very largely
upon a good, even application of adhesive, a stroboscope disc is
fitted above the drying drum, which provides a continuous
" stationary " view of the bonded pair.
The general pattern of operation can be followed from the

photos. The film stock is placed on the left-hand spool, and
looped backwards and forwards over the guide pulleys until it
reaches the take-up spool on the right. The spool of slit tape
is placed on the arm at the top (or two spools, if a balance
stripe is to be added). The tape picks up its measured dose of
adhesive from a capillary just to the left of the large-diameter
heated drying drum. Film and tape strip then meet at the drum,
pass round it together, and finally end up as one bonded whole
on the take-up spool.
Footnote
This feature is of course a " news item", and must in no
way be read as a review or a recommendation. As we remarked
in an earlier paragraph, we have not yet handled or seen any
of the models mentioned above. If, in the course of time, the
importers decide to send us a machine for test and review, we
shall report upon it in our Equipment Reviewed pages.—Editor.
LOTHIAN TAPE TO DISC SERVICE
All tapes should be recorded at either
3} or 7J ips—Twin track only, or 7i or 15 ips—Stereo.
If recorded at other speeds than above or on four track machines, a re-dubbing
charge of 10/- per hour's recording will be made.
T Std. 45 rpm 31 mins. per side — l7/6d.
7' EP 45 rpm
6 mins. per side — 21/V LP 331 rpm 9 mins. per side — 25/PRICES
W LP 331 rpm 15 mins. per side — 29/6d.
12* LP 331 rpm 22 mins. per side — 37/6d.
Where customer's tapes have to be edited, an extra charge of 7/6 will be made.

*

-i
O0O0

Tape to Tape Dubbing
12/6d. per hour plus price of tape used.
JEFFREYS, AUDIO HOUSE, 23 Earl Grey Street, Edinburgh, 3 Tel. KU B383

Fig. 3 is the professional type machine, type 8/165/-" for simultaneous grooving and striping on the emulsion side of film.
This machine can stripe film of 8 mm or 16 mm gauge.
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Practical suggestions for the tape handyman

by A. Bartlett Still
Make a recording at a fairly low level and note the playback
voltage as indicated. Take care now to touch nothing except the
Record/Replay switch and the bias adjustment. Adjusting the
bias each time, make a series of recordings until you have found
the bias setting that gives maximum replay signal for the set
input signal. The final bias setting we shall use is greater than
this, so increase the bias feed until the output signal obtained,
all other conditions still the same, has fallen by 2dB, which is
0.8 times the maximum value you obtained. This is " optimum
bias" which gives us the best compromise between tape sensitivity and distortion level. To set the distortion level we
should now turn our attention to the Record Level Control (3)
that we will vary and, still using a I Kc/s signal, try to make
a recording at the level at which audible distortion has just been
introduced. This is easier than it sounds, as a distorted waveform
sounds distinctly " edgy " and this is noticeable at about 6-7 per
cent Turn the Level Control back slightly and then set the
Indicator to show full record level at that setting. If suoh a
signal is never exceeded distortion will be kept in reasonable
bounds.
Setting the record amplifier
We now come to the setting of the Record Equalising Amplifier (4). This will (or should) have provision for altering the
treble pre-emphasis used in recording and should be set according
to the results of a series of test recordings of music from (say)
the radio. This is admittedly not quite as easy as setting the
replay amplifier, because you have first to make the recording
and then replay it to find the effect, hence the reason for
setting replay conditions first.
Now all this cannot be done in five minutes, but I will guarantee that if you follow this procedure carefully you will get
the best out of your equipment that is possible without proper
test gear. But. lacking such test gear, do not expect to improve
a commercially built and aligned machine.
If you have any queries concerning these testing principles,
drop me a line—I know that I cannot cover the subject fully
in the space available. But, please, any questions about a particular adjustment on a particular unit should be referred to the
designer who knows it so much better than I do.

No. 30
CHECKING AND ADJUSTMENTS
T AST month I made a start on the subject of tape recorder
adjustment, getting the right results from a newly assembled
series of electronic components. With the aid of a rather uninteresting looking block diagram I tried to split the assembly
up into its constituent sub-units, and give some idea of their
purpose.
Having finished wiring the amplifier, and connected it to the
tape deck, there will be a great temptation to switch on and
see if it works; but remember that time spent in checking the
wiring and connections once more may save the cost of replacing
a cosily component. At this stage, assuming all is well, the
machine should work—though you may perhaps be disappointed
with the results. This is the stage at which a systematic procedure
of checking and adjustment should be adopted, such as I shall
try to outline. How well this can be done will depend to some
extent on the equipment available, but the method I propose (by
no means the only one) relies largely on your own ears.
Start at the output stage
The secret is to start at the end and work back to the beginning, so let us look once more at the block diagram 1 gave last
month. The first check covers the output stage and loudspeaker,
units 14, IS and 16. Here I suggest that the coupling connection
in the amplifier is broken temporarily and a new connection
made from a known source, a radio tuner would be ideal. You
can now check that the tone controls) cover a suitable range
and that enough volume can be produced without distortion.
This part of a tape recorder is so straightforward that in all
probability you will just spend time proving all is well, but
the time will not be wasted. You will know the range of bass
and treble to expect, and be able, later, to rule out the output
valve as a cause of distortion. Obviously, if all is not well, there
is no point in going further until any faults have been corrected.
The next check embraces units 10, II, 12 and 13, completing
the playback amplifier. For this a tape record is required, either
a piece of music, or, if a valve voltmeter is available, a CC1R
lest tape. The piece of music should, if possible, contain both
bass and treble notes over a fair range, and should, preferably,
be an item that you know so that you can recognise when it
sounds right. Such a tape can be kept as a test piece to be used
as a check at any time later. The equalising amplifier should
have provision for adjusting the bass level, and this can be set
as the music is played, remembering what the tone controls
effect was on a radio signal.
Adjust for a flat response
If a test tape and meter are used, the meter should be connected at the junction of 13 and 14 and adjustment made for
a flat response. The adjustment of the head alignment should
be set to give maximum brilliance to the high treble notes.
Assuming that all has gone well so far, the playback will be
correct to CCIR standards and the machine will replay tape
records or tapes from any other standard machine.
Not until this has been done can we turn our attention to the
record amplifier, starting with the bias oscillator (7). The first
step is to set the oscillator to the correct frequency, and here I
would refer my readers to my article in The Tape Recorder of
last October, devoted to this subject.
Next, and remember that the order of all these tests is important, we can set the bias level. This, quite frankly, can be a
tedious business, but perseverance is necessary since the whole
recording performance will depend on it. Provided that the
machine will record, we can go ahead. Two things are necessary,
a 1 Kc/s source and an A.C. voltmeter. The former can be an
oscillator of the simplest kind or the BBC tuning signal on the
radio, but unfortunately this does not last for very long. Almost
any A.C. meter will do because relative values at this one
frequency only are all that are needed.

Correcting a circuit
Finally, for this month, I must start 1962 with a correction
and apology. In the February issue last I gave a circuit for an
electrical auto-stop. Unfortunately the electrolytic capacitor has
been shown with its polarity reversed. Connected in this manner
the unit may work, but the capacitor could easily break down
preventing correct operation. I should have checked my drawing
more carefully and do apologise to any who may have been
inconvenienced or puzzled by this. Doubtless my New Year
Resolution is obvious!
ILFORD SOUND RECORDING SERVICE
445 HIGH STREET NORTH,
MANOR PARK, LONDON, E.12
WEDDINGS
TAPE

RECORDED

TO

TAPE
STUDIO:—GRA 5107
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PARTTWO....THE ELECTRONICS

T AST month I described a simple tape attachment which
could be fitted to any 8 mm projector to allow commentary
and sound effects to be added to a short 8 mm film. The portable
recorder electronics are very suitable for recording and for
playback pre-amplification, and, like the earlier unit, will give
a quality limited mainly by the microphone used. However, in
this application something less ambitious would suffice, as the
main requirement is for good clean intelligible speech quality
which will over-ride the projector noise together with small
compact units which are easy to handle and set up for a
recording session or film show.
The microphone selected is a special Acos 600-ohm unit Type
Mic 46 fitted to the standard Mic 40 case. Let me emphasise
that it is not the standard Mic 40 crystal microphone which can
however, be used with an external matching transformer to
match the low input impedance of the transistor amplifier. Such
a transformer was described in my Portable Recorder articles.
In the prototype model shown in the photograph this is
contained in a small plastic case, but it can, if desired, be made
up in any conveient form. All necessary switching is done by
the jacks; for recording the microphone is plugged into the lefthand input jack and the projector head unit into the right-hand
output jack; for playback the projector is plugged into the input
jack and the recording is heard on the speaker, which can be
placed near the screen for best effect. The microphone can
also be used as a headphone and used tor checking a recording,
or the output jack can be used to feed a larger power amplifier
and speaker where a bigger audience has to be covered.
The circuit is very simple and consists of a two-stage
transistor amplifier for recording and playback pre-amplification,
with a power transistor feeding a 3-inch speaker for family level
listening which comes into action when the low-level output jack
is withdrawn. D.C. bias is used for recording as the slight background noise is masked by the projector noise. Gain is fixed
so that normal commentary speech a few inches from the microphone is reproduced at about normal voice level by the
loudspeaker during replay. Fig. 1 shows the circuit. It will be
seen that the battery circuit is broken when the input jack is

withdrawn so that there is little risk of running down the
battery by forgetting to switch off. The current drain on the
battery is 2 to 3 mA during recording and output jack replay,
and rises to 15 or 20 mA when the output stage is used.
The output stage may be omitted if pre-amplifier facilities
only are desired, and an external power amplifier is available;
this leads to considerable economy because the special 80-ohm
speaker is subject to purchase lax and is the dearest single
item in the parts list. The relatively high voice coil impedance
allows the speaker to be wired directly into the collector circuit
of the output power transistor, with resultant efficiency due to
the elimination of the usual output transformer. If, however.
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-"'ashould be heard when the microphone jack is partly inserted
into the input jack socket; when pushed fully home there will
probably be violent acoustic feedback between the loudspeaker
and the microphone, giving rise to a high pitched whistle which
changes in pitch as the microphone is moved. If the microphone
is moved away from the speaker to the full extent of the lead,
feedback should only be slight, and, in a well-damped room it
should be possible to use it as a miniature " public address "
system to do live commentary to the film. If feedback still persists it may be necessary to place the microphone just outside the
door and check voice quality by having someone speak a few
inches from the microphone and listen with the door nearly closed
to avoid acoustic coupling between the two units.
If the headphones are available, operation of the microphone
and pre-amplifier may be tested by plugging in to the output
jack. If the projector unit is loaded with blank tape and
plugged into the output jack it should be possible to get some
kind of results by running the projector and connecting the
microphone. Proper results will not be obtained, however, until
the tape is prepared for recording by passing it over a magnet,
so that it is saturated in the right direction to match the polarising
current in the record head (see Experiment 9 in "Magnetic
Recording for Beginners" or earlier articles). Alternatively, in
next month's instalment we shall again discuss erasing, fading,
mixing, superimposing, etc.

a more normal 3-ohm speaker is available, it may be used in
combination with a suitable matching transformer.
One of the photographs shows the internal wiring of the
speaker box, and fig. 2 is a line drawing which should make the
connections to the various components quite clear. A further
photograph shows the pre-amplifier components in " straightenedout" form. It is suggested that the centre line of components be
twisted together exactly as shown, paying particular attention
to the polarity of the 25 m'fd electrolytic condensers, and then
folded slightly to go info the case and wired between the " live "
contacts of the input and output jacks. The transistors have
also been turned over to show the connections clearly.
The collector electrode of each transistor is marked with a
white spot. The transistors can easily be damaged by bad
soldering where the heat from the iron travels up the wires to
the sensitive germanium element. For initial tests it is strongly
recommended that the transistors be hooked or twisted lightly
into position, so that they may be interchanged or replaced without a lot of unnecessary soldering. When it is established that
all is well they may be fixed finally in position by gripping each
electrode wire firmly with a heavy pair of pliers, to act as a
heat sink, and then soldering by a brief application of the iron
at the twisted junction point. If you are at all doubtful about
your soldering ability—leave them twisted—its cheaper!!
If the amplifier-speaker unit is working properly a slight hiss
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When you record on scotch Brand Magnetic Tape, good equipment gives of its
best, scotch (and only scotch has builtin silicone dry lubrication. This exclusive process reduces head wear and
static, to give improved performance
under any climatic conditions. The
scotch Brand range of Acetate, P.V.C.
and Polyester includes standard,
extended and double-play tapes. So you
can be sure of getting the right tape for
the job when you specify scotch Brand.
ANOTHER am) PRODUCT
Made in Great Britain by Minnesota Mining &
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Blimps, Barneys
and Tea-€osies
by Richard Golding
'"THE problem of shooting short dialogue scenes for later
insert on in a film containing narration, music and effects or
just effects is highlighted by a question from reader J. Robson
of Newcastle, " Is it possiblehe asks, " to insert short
lengths of perforated tape into a reel of ordinary tape and still
get lip-sync with the Cinecorder system"? The reason for this
query is that expense is involved with the higher costs of perf
tape and, quite naturally and in common with many other
readers, J. Robson wants to keep his expenditure down.
Now the success of the system employed by the Cinecorder
depends on the constant speed of the tape recorder, the correct
calibration of the camera to the tape timing indicator (which
is sprocket driven), and a true synchronised start of both
recorder and camera. The indicator is extremely accurate but
it does not drive the tape: but once the camera has been
calibrated to this counter, both camera and recorder should
keep in perfect step throughout the sound take.
As the tape is driven by the normal capstan method there is
no reason why the sprocket attachment on the tape timer
should not be removed and replaced by an ordinary capstan
for running ordinary tape with spliced-in perf tape inserts, so
that synchronisation can be obtained with the usual loop-coupler.
With a top-class coupler such as the Baur—and a true synched
start—this could provide good results; but it does mean that
one of the vital links in the system is removed. For the system
to remain completely tight, then the correct procedure should
bo carried out to the full; in other words, on playback the tape
should be perforated throughout, the Cinecorder tape timer
should carry the sprocket attachment, and the loop-coupler
should be modified accordingly.
Lip-sync under any circumstances is difficult to achieve, and
with a system such as the Cinecorder, where there exists no
interlock between mechanisms after the synched start, I would
suggest that the correct procedure be carried out. Film making
is a rather expensive business—even on 8 mm., and although
d.i.y. and short cut methods can help out from time to time,
to achieve desired results, the expense has to be met.
Soundproofing the camera
Lip-sync really means the post synchronisation of a voice to
match the visual lip movements of the actor speaking. However
it is a term that is misused everywhere in amateur and professional circles, both here and in the U.S.A., and is now
taken to mean both live sound recording and filming on set or
on location—and studio post synchronisation, where the speakers
listen to guide tracks through their headsets while recording
short lip-sync passages to the screened film loops.
The professional has none of the problems of the amateur
whether (a) using the double system, which employs sound
recording equipment set apart from the camera but working in
interlock, or (b), the single system where the recording
mechanism is within the camera housing and the sound is recorded magnetically or photographically on the same film at the
same time that the picture is being photographed. Lip-sync, for
him, is taken for granted and his apparatus either contains its
own soundproofing or is fitted with a heavy blimp.
The normal professional blimp is usually constructed of
some material like cast-magnesium alloy. The internal walls are

The Arri 16 Blimp is of precision-machined aluminium alloy,
the inside is lined with alternating layers of sheet lead and goat
skin, and finished in grey corduroy.
lined with corduroy velvet and all doors are secured by heavy
clamp locks and sealed with foam rubber. There is external
control for focus and aperture. Sometimes the regular cover
and optical system is removed from the camera and replaced
with a special cover which permits reflex focusing when the
camera is blimped.
The custom-made blimp is a fairly heavy piece of apparatus,
and for reasons of convenience a sound muffling " barney" is
often used. The barney is usually constructed of kapok, lead
foil, flannel and foam rubber covered with heavy duty green
duck. It is light and fits snugly over the camera, and it reduces
camera noise to about half. This is an extremely useful unit
but is quite expensive, costing about £30 at least.
Simple experiments
Camera soundproofing is a set part of the professional scene,
but for some reason or other it seldom enters the amateur's
mind, and it is hard to find a film with lip-sync inserts that
does not have some sort of camera whirr in the background.
The reason for this is not hard to find. The ready-made blimp
for the amateur does not exist, and if it did the normal
amateur is not really aware that he needs one. The fact is that
he gets so used to the noise of his camera that he forgets
that it is there, and when on playback he hears the noise in a
new context (that is, away from the camera and part of a
complete film) he is liable to dismiss this lightly as room
sound or distortion.
A simple experiment that can be carried out almost while you
sit reading this article is to see how much an ordinary cushion
will deaden the sound of your camera mechanism. It will take
only a moment for you to flatten the cushion and fold it
around the camera. It you press the camera release while
alternatively opening and shutting the cushion you will hear
the immediate effect of your improvised barney. An extension of
this test would be to place a tea-cosy over the telephone the
next time it rings. The ringing will of course be much louder
than your camera noise, but it will be deadened to a certain
extent just the same.
The tea-cosy method is just about the simplest way of reducing
camera noise, it is extremely easy to make, all that is needed
are two extra holes for lens and viewfinder, and the remote
control cable release can hang down from the cosy body. It may
look a bit weird but it is certainly better than nothing.
The amateur blimp
There are ways and means of avoiding the picking up of
camera noise, but these mainly concern the placement of
microphones. On location it is possible to eliminate all camera
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521
The beauty of precision...
Sony STEREOPHONIC
TAPE RECORDER MODEL 521
★ TJ + 3i tape speed selector
★ tape-index indicator
★ instant stereo-mono switch
★ flat or bass tone control
★ automatic cut-off
•k additional line outlet
★ headphone monitor jack
★ instantaneous 2-source recording
(mixing) 124 guineas including 2 microphones and all accessories.
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SPECIAL NEW YEAR OFFER
* * *

AUDIOMASTER STEREO EQUIPMENT

★ * *

'COLWYN' STEREO CONTROL UNIT; Suitable for connecting to all types of Amplifiers. Inputs—Tape equalised to
C.C.I.R. Standards—accepts signal direct from heads at 3} and 7J i.p.s. Pick-Up Input—4 m/v adjustable. Suitable for Decca FFSS
P/U's and other low outputs. Tuner Input—100 m/v. Mic. Input—3 m/v. Audio Output—250 m/vs or 2 volts. Tape Recorder Output
Socket—I volt. Controls: 8-position selector switch: 4 monaural, 4 stereo. Volume Control On and Off. Bass Control—Plus or Minus
ISdBat lOOc/s. Treble Control—Plus or Minus 15 dB at 10 K/cs. Phase Reversal Switch. Balance Control, Crystal Magnetic Input Switch.
Listed at £21. Offered at £12 10s. P. & P. 3s.
'CONWAY1 STEREO CONTROL UNIT: De-Luxe version of the above. Provision for direct connection to Tape Heads to
C.C.I.R. Standards. Equalised for 3£ and 7£ i.p.s. Sensitivity—2 m/v. Pick-Up Input—Suitable for all magnetic and crystal types.
Sensitivity—2 m/v and 500 m/v. Mic. Input—2 Tuner Inputs and Auxiliary Input. Apart from the normal controls (as on the "Colwyn ')
the ' Conway ' Stereo Control Unit has the addition of a switched treble filter control at 6 and 9 K/cs. and also a switched rumble filter
control at 90 and 60 c/s. This unit suitable for connection to all types of Power Amplifiers.
Listed at £28 IDs. Offered at £15 10s. P. & P. 3s.
STEREO POWER AMPLIFIER
This Power Amplifier is ideally suitable for use with either of the above Control Units.
Specification as follows: 8 watts per Channel. Using EL84 Mullard Valves in Ultra-Linear Connection. Distortion less than 01 at
8 Watts. Frequency Response 30 to 20,000 c/s. ± I dB. Partridge Transformers used throughout.
Special price for the above amplifier when supplied with either the ' Colwyn ' or ' Conway 1 Stereo Control Unit:—
' Colwyn ' Control Unit and Stereo Power Amplifier—£29 10s. P. & P. 8s. 6d.
' Conway ' Control Unit and Stereo Power Amplifier—£32 10s. P. & P. 8s. 6d.
Other Main Amplifiers can also be supplied if required.
SPECIAL OFFER OF MONAURAL & STEREO TAPE DECKS COMPLETE
WITH PREAMPLIFIERS
MONAURAL TAPE PREAMPLIFIER—3J i.p.s. SJ" Spools. Frequency Response—50 to 10,000 c/s. 3 dB. Running Time—60 minutes
each track with L.P. Tape. Inputs—Mic. I-S m/v. Diode l-S m/v. Gram.—-(Radio, Loudspeaker) 100 m/vs. Fitted with temporary stop
device. Automatic Tape Stop switches. Output for feeding to Hi-Fi equipment approximately 400 m/vs. Supplied new and boxed with
Cut-Out template.
Listed at £39. Offered at £27. Carriage 10s.
MONAURAL/STEREO HALF-TRACK TAPE DECK COMPLETE WITH PREAMPLIFIER—Technical Specification—110 to 250 volts A.C.
Recording Level Indicator EM84. Tape Speeds—7^ and 3J i.p.s. Frequency Response—at 74 I.p.s.—50 to 15,000 c/s. ± 3 dB.
At 3J i.p.s.—50 to 10,000 c/s. ± 3 dB. Recording Sense—Monophonic Top Track Left to Right—International Standards. Stereophonic—
Stacked in Line Heads—International Standards. Running Time—Monaural—45 minutes each Track at 74 i.p.s. Signal to Noise Ratio—
better than 40 dB. Wow and Flutter less than 2% at 74 i.p.s. Less than 0-25% at 3J i.p.s. Cross talk—better than minus 50 dB.
Automatic Switch at end of Tape. Provision for Superimposing. Remote Control Button. Temporary stop to start and stop the tape
instantly. Inputs—mic. I-S m/v. for each Channel. Diode 1-5 m/v. for each Channel. Radio/Loudspeaker, Gram. Pick-Up. 90 m/vs.
each channel. Hi-Fi Output—400 m/v from each channel.
This Unit is supplied new and boxed—with spare connecting cables—Cut-Out Template and Tape Spool.
Listed at £94. Offered at £65. Carriage 10s.
THESE UNITS CAN BE INSPECTED AT OUR EDGWARE ROAD SHOWROOMS AND HOME DEMONSTRATIONS CAN BE
ARRANGED BY APPOINTMENT.
YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO CALL AND HEAR THESE SUPERB INSTRUMENTS AT OUR EDGWARE
ROAD SHOWROOMS. HOME DEMONSTRATIONS CAN ALSO BE ARRANGED BY APPOINTMENT
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may be fixed to the window exterior. The glass must be
kept clear of smears and dust at all times.
The viewing aperture (B) must be treated in the same manner;
but as some camera viewfinders operate only if the eye is in
almost direct contact, it may be necessary to bevel the aperture
edges to allow the eye to get closer. In some extreme cases it
may be necessary to build an auxiliary tube or double frame
viewfinder that can sit at the side of the box.
The camera should be held firmly by the blimp screw (£)
which pulls it firmly home into the toughened rubber base (G).
This layer should be more substantial than the foam rubber, but
should not be too hard, otherwise camera vibration may be
transmitted to blimp and tripod. The tripod screw (D) must fit
the blimp bush perfectly or the blimp will wobble, and if
there is no easy way to fit a bush then a nut and bolt must
be used. The tripod must be fairly heavy and the pan and tilt
head should be strong enough to lake the extra strain (C).
The fitting of a cable release (F) is essential for obvious
reasons. The lid is best fitted to the side which opens on to
the camera winder. It can be hinged to open in any direction but
when closed should be airtight. This can be done by fitting a
rubber gasket over the box edges (A), and applying tension by
means of self tightening catches (H).
•
•
•

Sound and Cine — continued
noise by using a microphone in a parabolic reflector, and by
angling it so that there is some air displacement between the
two instruments; but in the confined space of a studio a blimp
is essential.
Pioneer Productions, the South London film group headed by
Peter Davis of Balham, and responsible for some very successful
W
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" Intermezzo in the Night" and UNICA
Readers may remember the account in the September issue of
The Tape Recorder I gave of Per Ormer's struggle to complete
a film in one weekend and how he went on to win the Norwegian
National Competition three weeks later. "Intermezzo in the
Night" has now been awarded the second prize in the scenario
section of this year's UNICA Congress at Mulhouse, France.
Per Ormer is a familiar figure in London Cin6 circles and is
expected shortly here on holiday and he will be bringing his film
with him for screening to some clubs in the London area.
The Grand Prix of UNICA was taken by our old friend Herman Wuyts of Antwerp with his genre film " Aether". Herman
and his " Filmgroep 58" have now made over 60 films in the
last three years and number, in fact, only twenty-five members,
each paying just over £2 each as annual subscription. This money
pays for the running expenses of their studio, fortnightly discussion meetings at a caf6 and entrance fees for various competitions. Club sponsored films are not popular for it is considered that a team paying for its own film has greater incentive
to see the production through to a successful end.
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Sound alphabetAbstract sound: bears no relationship to real life and therefore can only suggest a certain atmosphere in setting a
mood for a scene.
Accent: is the emphasis of a certain sound to give added
interest or special impact somewhere within a flat or uniform section of the sound track.
Acoustics: refers to the science of sound but is used to
indicate the particular characteristics of reverberation in
a sound recording room or studio.
Assembly: is the first step in sound editing where the
separate sections of the sound track are dubbed together
in required sequence.
Background; is any layer of sound used as subsidiary matter
behind or incidental to the main sound source to establish atmosphere. For example, noises of a street market,
a railway station, etc.
Background noise: is any unwanted or unintended sound
that creeps into a recording session, sometimes this noise
is inherent in tape that has not been properly demagnetised.
Bailie: is the name of a portable flat or barrier soundproofed in a fashion to dampen a too live studio.
Balance: refers to the correct placement of the component
parts of the sound sources in a recording session and the
location of the various microphones in regard to this.
To be continued.

Design for an 8 mm. blimp
lip-sync films, have just received delivery of their second blimp—
made to their own specifications by a small local engineering
firm for under £10.
A blimp of this order could consist of a casing of solid
cast aliminium, lined with thick felt and sponge rubber and
containing a dural platform strong enough to take both camera
and motor. The window could be of i inch plate glass and
the whole of the front of the blimp could be detachable by
means of slackening off self-tightening catches. If anyone felt
disposed to have such a blimp constructed, Peter Davis would be
only too pleased to help them out with specifications. I have
his address and will pass your queries on to him.
Design for the 8 mm. blimp
On the other hand, a do-it-yourself blimp, designed for a
normal 8 mm. camera, is very much cheaper and can be made
easily at home. See the line drawing. The outer casing (A)
can be of three or five plywood and the main soundproofing
material can be of i or i inch sponge rubber (/). The overall
dimensions should be as small as possible allowing the camera
to fit snugly into the blimp but without fouling any working part
or shielding any part of the optic system. The window (/) can
be of i inch plate glass, but it must be cemented to the box in
such a fashion that it is completely airtight and parallel to the
lens surface. A lens hood made from a piece of painted card
579
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COVERS
Smart, waterproof cover
to give complete protection to your tape recorder.
Made from rubberised
canvas in navy, wine, tan,
grey and bottle green
with white contrasting
pipings, reinforced base,
handy zip microphone
pocket and name panel.
Philips EL35IS
57/6
EL354I/I5
.. 57/6
Cossor 1602
57/6
1601
63/Scella ST455
63/.. $T454
57/6
Saja MK 5
57/6
Scuzzl Trlcorder
58/GrundlsTK.I
Saba
63/.. TK.5 ...
Wyndsor Viscount
... 55/-*
., TK.8 ...
.. Victor
60/-*
.. TK.H ...
Elizabethan Princess ... 60/., TK.20 ...
„ Avon
.. 60/.. TK.24 ...
Escort
... 57/6*
., TK.25 ...
„
Major
... 63/.. TK.30 ...
FT.I
66/,. TK.35 ...
FT.3
t
,. TK.50 ...
Fl-Cord
52/6
.. TK.55 ...
Kortlng (4 track stereo)... 63/.. TK.60 ...
Hartlng Stereo
66/.. TK.830/3D
Fidelity Argyle
55/-'
Cub
Walter 101
55/Telefunken85
Slmon SP4
63/-*
85 ...
Clarion (complete with
75/15
strap)
52/6
76K ...
Brenell Mk.5
77/77K ...
„ 3 star
69/Philips 8108
... 57/6
Mlnlvox
61/8109
... 63/Robuk RK.3
67/6
EL3538 ... ... 63/•Wlthour nocket.
.. EL3542 ... ... 63/fPrice to be announced.
EL3536 ... ... 70/A. BROWN & SONS LTD.
24-28, GEORGE STREET, HULL Tel: 25413, 25412

MAKE YOUR TAPE RECORDER
REALLY /-—y PORTABLE
...
|
WITH A1yVal*aJtOj CONVERTER
PENCIL RIBBON

A Valradio converter enables you to operate your tape
recorder from car, boat or caravan battery, or any other
source of low voltage or D.C. supply, making it possible for
you to record outdoor events, or dictation, or to provide
entertainment when you go on holiday or picnics, etc.
Prices range from £6.10.0., many models available
TTiiic IWI «uiiy
tive folder to

MICROPHONE
SPECIFICATION:
TYPE: Miniature (pencil) ribbon
FREQUENCY RESPONSE : (nominal) ± 3 dB, 70 c/s to 12 Kc/s.
SENSITIVITY: (relative to 1 V/dyne/cm'). 60 dB below, at 35 K ohms.
OUTPUT IMPEDANCE (ohms): PRL=30—50 PRM =250and600
PRH=30—50 and 35 K ohms.
MATCHING TRANSFORMER: incorporated in all models. Types M
and H tapped dual impedance.
Please write for full details
D

1

VALRADIO LTD.
Dept., TR/C.,
Browells Lane,
m
Feltham, Middlesex
Tel. Feltham 4242^_ 11
To Valradio Ltd., Dept. TR/C., Browells Lane, Feltham, Middlesex.
Please send me fully descriptive folder for converters
suitable for Tape Recorders.
NAME
ADDRESS

RESL0S0UND LTD.
24 UPPER BROOK ST., MAYFAIR, LONDON, W.I.
Telephone: HYDE PARK 2291
Da 162 TR
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★ Teletapc Lid of 33 Edgware Road, London, W.2, notify us
that they undertake to give a year's free service with every new
tape recorder they sell. They will also undertake repairs to
recorders not purchased from them (regardless of make), but
such work has to take its tum after the priority given to aftersales-service.

★ The Tape Recorder Centre Ltd. of: 447 Green Lanes,
Harringay, London, N.4 (Head Office), with showrooms at:
75 Grand Parade, Harringay, Green Lanes, London, N.4, and
82 High Holborn, London, W.C.I, write: "1 have read with
interest your editorial in the December issue of your magazine,
and am one hundred per cent, in agreement with you that retail
outlets of tape recorders should have service facilities in order
to give an adequate after sales service. We, ourselves, employ
three engineers plus secretarial and transport personnel in our
Service Department. We undertake the servicing of all makes
of tape recorder where spares are available, and also carry
a stock of spares somewhere in the retail value of £1,000.
" I am quite sure that this Service Department problem is one
which worries the great majority of our trade, and I am certain
that your magazine could do us a great service by drawing
the public's attention to the fact that good and efficient service
is well worth paying for ".

★ J. Collier & Sons Ltd. of 421, 429, 431 Brixton Road,
London, S.W.9. rebuke us for a note in our November editorial
column which, they feel, is unfair. So we quote their Managing
Director, Mr. S. C. Collier, who writes as follows: " I should
like to draw your attention to the fact that we, as a furnishing
company with radio and electrical departments, offer servicing
facilities which we believe to be as good as can be obtained
anywhere, including the specialist radio and electrical dealers.
We have a Service Department with Service Manager, fourteen
fully qualified engineers and fourteen service vans. We feel
that on reflection you will agree that your comments are quite
unfair and we feel it not unreasonable to ask that in addition
to publishing this letter you should make editorial reference
correcting your statement
Sorry, Mr. Collier! We are delighted to learn of these
facilities and have pleasure in letting our readers know about
them. Editor.

our readers write ...
... about large hubs
From:—J. R. Beswick, 20 Chapel Lane, Sfretford, Lanes.
Dear Sir:—Why is it at all necessary for the manufacturers of
tape spools to make a large area of waste in the centre of the
spool? If only this was filled with tape what an improvement
there would be in the playing time of the tape. On some reels
the space is as much as 2$ in. in diameter. Surely it would not
be impossible to fill up this gap with tape and in this way it
would be possible to get another half an hour's recording time
on a reel.
I own a battery portable recorder and am restricted to 3i in.
reels and even though the machine runs at If in. per second
this only allows half an hour per track. This is useless for recordings of any length where there is no time to turn the tape over
in the middle. I am sure that many other owners of portable
recorders, like myself, would find great comfort in that extra
few minutes recording time per track.
Yours truly.

ic The Tape Recorder Centre, 266 Waterloo Road, Blackpool,
which is under the enthusiastic direction of Mr. Colin Braddock,
has also informed us of its willingness to co-operate on these
matters.

... about sound effects
From: D. Milbum, Pegasus Film Unit, 1 Micawber Court,
Windsor Terrace, London, N.l.
Dear Sir:—Members of this group are producing a war fiction
sound film, and need recordings of the following: bren gun firing,
sten gun firing, German Schpandeur machine guns, German
Schmeiser firing, and any battle sounds such as artillery shells
falling and explosions.
If any reader of your magazine has any of these recordings
that we could borrow to have copies made, it would greatly
assist us. Tape speeds can be 1-i, 31 or H i/s, postage will be
paid both ways and great care will be taken with the originals.
Yours faithfully.
»
•
•
EDITOR'S NOTE
Due to the letters we received on servicing tape recorders,
a number of readers' letters have been held over until next month.
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SERVICE

★ City & Essex Tape Recorder Centres, of: 228 Bishopsgate,
E.C.2; 2 Maryland Station, Stratford, E.1S; and 205 High Street
North, East Ham, E.6, notify us that they offer a comprehensive
two year free servicing guarantee to all potential customers.
They state "... we are more than able to comply with your
requirements. Our service department is normally staffed by two
full time experienced tape recorder engineers together with a
junior engineer. All repairs are collected from the branches
and serviced in our Central Service Department which is
entirely independent and separate from the shops ".

★ C. W. Hopwood & Sons, 23 Church Street, Basingstoke,
Hants., inform us that they have on their staff engineers of
considerable experience with tape recorder servicing. One of
their staff has the Grundig servicing diploma and has been on
other manufacturers' courses, so as to keep up to date on the
latest models.
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' One pace forward the 'orrible man who swopped the educational
tape for ' Alone with Judy Garland' ..
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NOT MASS PRODUCED BUT VIRTUALLY HAND-MADE FOR RELIABILITY
AND CONSISTENTLY HIGH STANDARD OF PERFORMANCE
RIO SPECIFICATION: 2 or 4 track version. 10 watts push/pull
output.
Record Replay Responses—
7i ips. 40-16,000 C.P.S."] ± 3 dBs.
3| ips. 40-10,000 C.P.S. VAt optimum
l| ips. 50- 6,000 C.P.S. J bias setting.
Signal/Noise ratio—
half track 50 dBs at 3J ips.
quarter track 45 dBs at 3| ips.
Modified Collaro Studio Deck. Microphone and Radio/Gram
inputs each with separate gain controls for mixing. Separate
bass and treble controls. ± 12 dBs at 50 cycles and 12 k/cs.
Adjustable monitor volume control independent of record
level. Peak signal lever meter 2^ in. square. Bogen heads.
Record safety device. 600 ohms Cathode follower output.
Two per cent total harmonic distortion on peaks. 200/250
volts 50 cycles or 100/120 volts 60 cycles. Valve line up:
3 EF86, 2 ECC83, 1 ECC82, 2 ECL86. Metal rectifier, contact
cooled.
Prices: 2 Track T spools
59 gns.
4 Track 1" spools
69 gns.

9 Months to Pay
Deposit 9 Monthly Cash
Payments
£ s. d. £ s. d. Gns.
MAINS TWIN-TRACK
Arfyll Minor
..2 6 3 2 6 3 22
Wynd.or Heron .. 2 IS 0 2 12 3 25
Grundlt TKI4 .. 3 13 6 3 13 6 35
Elizabethan TT3 ..4 2 0 4 1 M 39
Reps RIO ...
..6 3 II 6 3 II 59
..4 8 6 4 8 2 42
Allegro
Spectone " 161 " ..5 2 II 5 2 II 49
Telefunkcn 95 ..6 3 II 6 3 M 59
4-TRACK
Stuzzl
Argyll 4-T ...
Elizabethan FTI
Philips EL3541
Stella ST 454
Sound
Elizabethan FT3

. 2
..3
. 3
. 3
. 3
. 4
. 4

BATTERY
Clarion Mk. 1
.
Mlnlvox " C "
.
Philips EL358S
.
Clarion Mk. 2
.
Grundlg TKI
.
Ficord IA ...
.
Stuzzl Magnetta . .
Butaba MT5
.

16
4
II
II
17
IS
IS

6
0
5
5
9
0
0

2
3
3
3
3
4
4

1 19
2 8
2 10
2 16
3 1
6 3
6 3
6 18

II
4
5
9
0
II
II
8

1 19
2 8
2 10
2 16
3 0
6 3
6 3
6 18

Open all day SaturdayFriday 6.30 p.m.

14
4
II
II
17
14
14

Fully illustrated literature available on request to—
REPS (TAPE RECORDERS) LTD.
118 Park Road North, South Acton,
London, W.3
Phone: Acorn 4141

???????? BATTERY OR MAINS
VALVES OR TRANSISTORS
??????
?!???????? WHAT SPEEDS
MONAURAL OR STEREO ???;???
???????? HOW MANY TRACKS
For seven years we've been sorting them out,
and now we can offer nearly SO different types
of tape recorder. Make use of our experience
and take advantage of the wide choice of types
which we can demonstrate.

6 26
0 29}
5 34
5 34
9 37
6 45
6 45
II
4
S
9
II
II
II
8

19
23
24
27
29
59
59
66

THE

* FREE INSURANCE COVERING YOUR PAYMENTS
IN THE EVENT OF SICKNESS OR UNEMPLOYMENT
★ FREE DELIVERY

* PART EXCHANGES

18 Months to Pay
Deposit 18 Monthly Cosh
Payments
£ s. d. £ a. d. Gns.
MAINS 2-TRACK
Telefunkcn 75/15 .. 9 18 0 2 5 6 47
Brenell 3 Star
12 4 0 2 14 0 58
Brenell Mk. 5
14 4 0 2 IB II 64
Elizabethan Major.. 14 5 0 3 0 0 65
Grundlg TK35
15 15 0 3 10 0 75
Truvox R7
15 15 0 3 10 0 75
Telefunkcn 85KL .. 17 19 0 3 12 3 79
Ferrograph 4A/N .. 18 1 0 3 14 6 81
Brenell 5 Type "M" 18 10 0 4 2 2 88
20 0 0 4 8 8 95
Simon SP/4...
Reflectograph " A " 22 5 0 4 17 6 105
4-TRACK MONAURAL
14 10 0 3 4 5 69
Reps RIO
Grundlg TK24
II II 0 2 II 4 55
Telefunkcn 76
12 7 0 2 12 10 57
Brenell 3 Star
12 4 0 2 14 2 58
Philips EL3S42
12 8 0 2 15 1 59
Stella ST4S5
12 8 0 2 15 1 59
Truvox R84
12 8 l" 2 15 1 59
4-TRACK STEREO/MONAURAL
Korting MT 157 ... 17 17 0 3 19 4 85
Telefunkcn 77K ... 17 17 0 3 19 4 85
18 6 0 4 0 0 86
Hartlng H.M.8
Philips EL3S36 ... 19 12 0 4 5 7 92

RECORDERICO.

(Dept. R) 188, WEST END LANE, WEST HAMPSTEAD, LONDON, N.W.6.
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If unable to call, write
for free brochure or
send deposit now for
quick delivery.
Telephone: SWI 4977
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by H. W. HELLYER
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The BSR
MONARDECK
SERVICING the modern tape recorder is mainly a matter of
common sense. Unlike radio, television and electronic equipment, tape recording design techniques have moved, in a comparatively short time, from their clumsy beginnings to functional,
efficient, and, in many cases, artistic adjuncts to home, office and
business. But common sense alone is not enough. Whereas any
competent engineer or enthusiast can patiently track down
trouble, the quest is made simpler by the provision of fundamental information. In our case this includes deck layouts, switch
operations and circuit diagrams.
These are not always available, and because a number of
manufacturers have gone out of business, while others have no
data available, and yet others are only prepared to deal through
an agent, this series of articles is intended to spotlight the principle features of particular domestic machines. Special servicing
procedures will be detailed, where they are applicable. Such
figures, measurements, etc., that are given will be those recommended by the manufacturers.
There could hardly be a better place to start than at the
immensely popular, but quite unpretentious deck made by Birmingham Sound Reproducers (BSR), and brought out with little
change for the past three years under the trade name
" Monardeck". Official title, TD1/2 or TD2. The keynote of
this design is simplicity, as a glance at the " works " soon makes
obvious.
Access to the deck plate is obtained by removing the top cover
plate. To do this, take off the push-fit knobs and head-cover,
taking care that the pulling movement for the latter is directly
upwards—a certain amount of stiffness is to be expected; then
there are only three 4 BA screws (filigree headed) to remove and
the deck is exposed.
Actually, there are two decks. The lower, main assembly
bears the spools, motor, idler pulley, flywheel and coupling rods.
The upper, sub-assembly, carries heads, capstan, pinch wheel,
operating levers, and beneath it, the brake levers.
Fig 1 shows how the deck looks when stripped and ready for
our action. Only the essentials are shown in the drawing, which
is not exactly to scale. Beginning with the drive, this is provided by a small motor of conventional design, with a dynamically balanced rotor. In the event of motor breakdown, check
first that the fault is not an open circuited joint at the end
cleeks of the coils. A little judicious work with razor blade and
soldering iron can save delays and postage. Similarly, if the
trouble has been a burned out coil, always check for possible
external causes before completing the replacement.
These motors, like most modern types, require the absolute
minimum of oiling. Indeed, more damage is caused to rubber
belts, idler pulleys, drive tyres and such by the indiscriminate
flourishing of oilcans, than by most normal wear and tear.
Concentrate on keeping moving parts scrupulously clean, and
you won't go far wrong on electro-mechanical equipment.
The drive pulley (S in fig. 1) is held on the motor spindle
by a circlip at the top. Above the grooved section in which
belt C runs, is a fixed tyre. This is used to obtain direct drive to
the L.H. spool when in the "Fast Rewind" function. The
rewind thne thus obtained is in the region of three minutes for
a full 5-inch spool.
The belt from pulley B drives capstan A, which is a 3-inch

<

A

D
diameter, i-inch flywheel with central capstan spindle mounted
so that its greater length is, like an iceberg, out of sight. The
bearing sleeve is a cylinder more than two inches long, which may
account for there being no argument with the published wow
and flutter figure of 0.4 per cent., r.m.s. total. Call it a contributory
factor, if you like. This main drive is around the flywheel rim,
and the secondary drive is from the step D on the capstan, via
another elastic belt to the take-up spool E. Again, a more
direct action is obtained during "Fast Forward", when the
take-up spool is driven by the engagement of idler pulley G
on its swivel bracket.
This is brought about by a sliding action of the coupling
bar F, which moves the spools in opposite sense to the motion
of lever H. The main selector control is responsible for operating this lever. But, as can be seen from fig. 1, the slot enables
rod J to travel freely in a forward direction for both Recording
and Replaying. Thus, the drive is forward, via capstan, belt D
and spool E, whilst the tape is driven by normal engagement of
the pinch wheel P and the capstan (shown at V in its re-assembled
position).
At the same time, the main bracket operated by J is pivoted
forward on its left-hand end. This brings the pressure pad R
to bear and moves the tongue Q in opposite sense (i.e. to the
lower direction). This tongue locks the upper end of bracket N
in the Record position. The spring O normally holds it in the
" Playback " position. This simple arrangement does away with
a safety lock for Recording, but can lead to erratic action if
spring O weakens or is damaged. At its worst, this can cause
inadvertent recording.
There is quite a positive movement on this main bracket,
reminiscent of the earlier Philips' arrangement. This has the
salutary effect of leaving plenty of clearance between heads and
pinch wheel when the mechanism is at neutral. As slated, contact of the tape with recording head 5 is aided by pressure pad
R. Contact with the erase head T is made by the positioning of
the tape along the guides and the record head face. This eliminates a good deal of friction and has not, to my knowledge, led
to any complaints in practice.
Whilst still on the subject of the " Record/Replay " position,
it might be as well to mention the spring K, which is located at
the right-hand end of the sliding base of the bracket. Fracture
of these springs has several times brought machines to our workshop. The effect is that the bracket tends to ride " up " towards
the R/P position, even when Rewind is engaged, causing intermittent engagement of brakes and a general snarling up of the
tape transport system. A temporary expedient of a coiled-type
spring from the anchor hole to the right-hand angle of the subassembly mounting flange has been known to save the day in
an emergency.
Intermittent engagement of brakes was mentioned above.
This is perhaps one of the most baffling faults with no apparent
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reason. Studying fig. 1, we see that the brakes M are mounted
on shaped levers and held at their " elbow joint" by spring L.
When the selector switch is returned to neutral, the brake arms
are allowed to move forward, the spring draws them together
and pressure is applied to both drums. Consequently, any
weakness at L will result in erratic operation. A spring that
is too tight can lead to premature braking. It is imperative to
adjust to the correct pressure, so that the brakes snap into place
with the quite positive action of the switch lever. In all, it can
be said that there are only those three " wear-and-tear" faults
to look for—weakening or fracture of springs K, O and L.
Adjustments are as simple as the layout of the machine would
lead us to expect. Azimuth setting, which can cause so many
headaches, is a one-screw adjustment. First remove the mumetal
head cover, then adjust the screw without the spring washer for
maximum output of a test tone. Eight Kc/s tone is recommended for this type of work, but any tone of constant level
enables one to approach exactitude pretty reasonably.
The heads were, on the original decks, single gap (0.0002-inch
and 0.09-inch), and were supplied in medium and high impedance
versions. The high impedance head takes about 0.75 mA bias
current and a signal current of about 50 microamps. The
medium impedance head needs twice this current. Bias frequency
is at 50 Kc/s at a voltage of approximately 20 volts, r.m.s.
Current for the low impedance erase head should be between
75 and 100 mA.
The response, at this machine's fixed speed of 3} i/s, is quite
impressive—and borne out during early subjective tests. Plusor-minus 3dB from 30 c/s to lOKc/s is not to be sneezed at,
for a machine as simple, yet so appealing as this. Remember,
however, that the efficiency of a deck depends greatly upon its
associated equipment. Some manufacturers have incorporated
the " Monardeck " in tape recorders that are not always capable
of doing it justice. Before condemning the deck, use a little of
that common sense we spoke about—and check the equipment
as a whole. But more of that later.
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These tapes have been carefully tested on several different
machines including professional equipment, in all cases with
equally satisfactory results.
The tests show that your Electronic World Tape is better
than every brand of British or European tape that is generally
available and is equal in quality with one brand of American
professional tape at a very much higher price. There are
to all intents and purposes no drop outs or other common
faults, there is also a genuine consistency of response of
approx. ±J dB on the playback of a 1,000 c.p.s. signal
previously recorded at a fixed level throughout the whole
tape.
Most other tapes we have tested have failed badly on this
particular test.
Yours faithfully,
H. M. Finimore, Chairman, N.T.C.C.
Facsimile available

Cotflolll
SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
TRIED TESTED AND PROVED
Need we say more to prove the reliability
of our tapes
7' 1200' Acetate
17/6 each
POST
T 1800' Polyester 29/- each
FREE
T 2400' Polyester 42/6 each
GUARANTEE. If you are not completely satisfied, we
undertake to refund the full price plus the cost of your
return postage.

RECORDER
Specialists
lerrc^raph
APPOINTf O
OfAUSAS
H Craven ft
TRAFAlflAR
■VC : SQ.

-

POST COUPON NOW!
D. VILLIERS
16/20 STRUTTON GROUND, LONDON S.W.I
QTY PRICE
"Electronic World" 7' 1200' Acetate @ 17/6 Q
"Electronic World" 7" 1800' Polyester @ 29/- Q
"Electronic World" T 2400' Polyester @ 42/6 Q
Please forward details of full range of tapes available. |

Accessories For Your
The Nusound "Numix"
The "NUMIX" is a convenient mixer
enables a Ferrograph user to mix and fade at
will two programmes, from microphone and
radio/radiogram. Alternatively, speaker output
sockets from power amplifiers can be used.
Any combination of two programmes is possible
with the Nusound "NUMIX" device.
Price; £4.7.6. Radio Lead complete 7/6.
Write for leaflet on "NUMIX" and
"MONITOR"

Name.
Address .
(block letters please)

AMPEX
It is with pride that we
announce we have for
demonstration a selection of Tape Recorders
produced by the AMPEX
CORPORATION. You are
cordially invited to see
and hear these fine
instruments at our
London Showroom.
IT PAYS TO DEAL WITH
A SPECIALIST

NUSOUND RECORDING CO.
35 CRAVEN STREET, W.C.2. Telephone: TRA 2080

Hail only: Cash with order.
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• We remind our readers that notices of equipment listed and Illustrated In this monthly feature are In no sense reviews. When
figures, specifications and diagrams are published, these data are extractions from manufacturers' lists. When samples of this
equipment are submitted for test, they are passed to our technical contributors, whose reports are published in a separate sect/on.
recorder with press button controls and maximum spool size of
5 inches. Features include: automatic stop at the end of tape;
magic eye level indicator; 5 watts output; and facilities for
remote control. Frequency response claimed is 40-16,000 c/s
at 3$ i/s and 40-8,000 at 1} i/s. The dimensions are 14i x
13i x 7i in. Weight 21 lb. Price £45 3s. A four track version
is available called the Optacord 404, price £61 19s.
In the mains/battery class there is the Optacord 412, a two
track single speed (3i i/s) recorder. Using a spool of 4i in.
loaded with double play tape, a maximum playing time
of 45 minutes per track can be obtained. Frequency response
claimed is 50-12,000 c/s. Power output is 1 watt. The internal
speaker measures 6x3} in. and the machine can be operated
from six 1.5v batteries or from 110 or 220 volt A.C. The size of
the 412 is 14} x 9 x 4 in. Weight 9} lb. The price will be announced
at a later date. Further details will be sent on request from
The Highgate Optical Manufacturing Co. Ltd., 71/73 Great
Portland Street, London, W.l.
•
•
•

TWO
VOLMAR
RECORDERS
*

"TWO new tape recorders have been announced by Volmar—
the Gainsborough and the Vista. The Gainsborough, priced
at £40 19s., uses the Collaro Studio deck with speeds of 7},
3} and 1} i/s. Features include: 4-walt amplifier; tone controls;
9 x 5 in. speaker; monitoring; magic eye recording indicator;
and a pause control. The frequency response claimed is up to
12,000 c/s at 7} i/s. A microphone and 1,200 ft. reel of tape
and spare spool is supplied.
The Volmar Vista is a lower priced instrument using the
BSR Monardeck and fitted with a printed circuit amplifier. This
is available in a two- or four-track version at £25 4s. and
£30 9s. respectively, including microphone and tape. Manufacturers Volmar Ltd., 154 High Street, Brentford, Middlesex.

■vV-,

FILM
INDUSTRIES
MSA
RIBBON
MICROPHONE
Film
industries LTD.
have produced a
table model version
of the M8 ribbon
microphone called
the MSA especially
for the tape recording market. The
only difference is
that
the
table
model is less plug
and socket coupling
between the head
and flexible section.
Twelve feet of cable is fitted to each microphone but extra lengths
can be supplied on request. Details can be obtained from Film
Industries Ltd., 90 Belsize Lane, London, N.W3.

T.K.I
MAINS
UNIT

GRUNDIG (GREAT BRITAIN) LTD., have just introduced
a mains unit for use with the TK1 tape recorder as an
alternative to batteries. The unit clips on to the bottom of the
machine when the batteries have been removed, and allows mains
operation wherever normal A.C. supply is available. The unit
weighs 2} lb. and costs £8 8s. Details are available from the
manufacturers Grundlg (Great Britain) Ltd., 39/41 New Oxford
Street, London, W.C.1.

EIGHT MILLIMETRE SOUND AHACHMENT
(See articles In this and previous Issue.)
DO YOU WANT TO ADD SOUND TO YOUR 8 mm. FILMS THE
CHEAP WAY?
I( you are willing to build up the simple kits for projector attachment and
amplifier-speaker unit, you can do It for less than £12!!
s. d.
Flywheel tape drum
IS 0
Magnetic head on plate with guides and pressure pad
16
Supply reel spindle and bracket
S
Complete Transistor electronics kit with loudspeaker and small
plastic cabinet
5 0
2-scage pre-ampllfier, less output stage and speaker
2 10
Acos microphone (600 ohms) lead and jack
I 18
' Experimental Recording for Beginners p. & p
5
TUTCHINCS ELECTRONICS LTD.,
14 Rook Hill Road, Friars Cliff, Christchurch, Hants.

LOEWEOPTA
PORTABLE
RECORDER

CEVERAL new tape recorders have arrived in this country,
^ manufactured by Loewe-Opta of Germany. The first of
these is the Optacord 403, a two track, two speed (3} and 1} i/s)
585
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REVIEWED

pressure pad on the record/play head, accounts for much of this
smoothness. There is a small cyclical flutter caused by some
rotating component which varies directly with the tape speed,
i.e. capstan or idler wheel—if it were the motor or stepped pulley
it would remain constant in frequency for all speeds—but it does
not correspond to the rotational speed of either of these parts.
Indeed the disturbance occurs twice per revolution of the idler

TANDBERG
SERIES 3B
MONAURAL
RECORDER

t ^ I/S
af i/s
)
's1'5

Manufaclurer's Specification: Frequency response: 7i i/s 4016,000 c/s, H i/s 50-9,000 c/s U i/s 70-4,000 c/s all plus or
minus 2dB. Wow and flutter: better than 0.15% r.m.s. at 7i i/s,
0.2% at 3J i/s and not worse than 0.3% at li i/s. Signal noise
ratio: 55dB below highest recording level (4% dist.). .00025 in.
rec-play head gap. Power output; 2 watts at 1%. 3.3 watts at 5%
dist. See September issue for further technical details. Price:
£79 I6s. Distributors: Elstone Electronics Ltd., Edward Street,
Templar Street, Leeds, 2.
'T'HE circuit of this recorder might be that of any one of a
dozen £25 recorders: A high gain pentode first stage, followed
by a double triode amplifier with feedback for correction, and
an output pentode which doubles as a bias erase oscillator. In
the same way, the deck uses only a single motor, has a joystick
control and is fitted with a .00025 in. gap head. " Not very impressive ", you might say—but the actual performance is very
impressive indeed and once again underlines the fact that " it's
not what you do, but the way that you do it" that counts. This,
together with the meticulous testing and alignment procedure
applied to every Tandberg machine accounts for the following
very satisfactory test report. In each section I shall try and mention the salient design features which together make the overall
performance so impressive.
Wow and flutter: Fig. 1 shows the fluttergrams for the three
speeds. The traces are remarkably free from tape flutter caused
by friction of the tape on the heads or tapes guides, and the
high surface finish of the heads, together with the lack of a
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Fig. 2 Play only response. Fig. 3 Overall record/replay response.
Fig. 4 Acoustic response.
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wheel and is possibly due to a small flat or bump on the tyre
which causes a momentary change in speed as it passes the motor
pulley, and another as it contacts the rim of the flywheel.
Despite this the readings are well within the specification, and
the very slight ripple can only just be heard on a pure tone at
the lowest speed. At 3J i/s and li i/s the tone is remarkably
pure and steady and is the nearest I have ever heard to a direct
oscillator signal.
Replay only responses: The test tape play only responses are
shown in fig. 2. The 1\ i/s curve indicates that the playback equalisation is matched to a 50 microsecond characteristic which corresponds to the N.A.R.T.B. curve for this speed. A pre-recorded
C.C.I.R. tape would need some top lift to bring it level, but
the machine can be supplied with a 100 microsecond characteristic if desired. The two lower speeds are equalised very closely
to the specified 200 and 400 microsecond characteristics. The
head losses are so slight that both gap and eddy current losses
are compensated by tuning the head to reasonance at the top
of each frequency range, so that a simple RC series network from
plate to earth of the first valve provides the necessary equalisation at each speed.
Record replay responses: Fig. 3 indicates the overall record/
replay responses for the three speeds. The curves lie within the
specified plus and minus 2dB limits for the two higher speeds,
but at li i/s there is a rise in middle top response which tends
to compensate for the high frequency cut off at 4 Kc/s. The magic
eye beams just closed at a tape level lldB above standard test
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tape level of 10 gauss at 1 Kc/s, and the level could be raised
a further 3dB before waveform distortion of the recorded signal
became evident. This indicates that the bias was set for maximum
output and low distortion rather than for a very extended frequency response.
Signal noise ratio: The measured signal noise (and hum) ratio
was precisely the same at each of the three speeds; 39dB below
test tape level or 50dB below magic eye peak level. As mentioned in the preceeding paragraph, the 5% distortion level was
a little above the indicator peak, so that a figure of 52dB unweighted signal noise ratio is obtained. Most of the meter reading is given by very low level mains hum so that if the response
of the meter is weighted to compensate for the normal hearing
characteristic the readings approach 60dB.
Acoustic response: In this machine an effort has been made
to overcome the usual limitation of the monitor speaker within
the recorder case. The back of the elliptical speaker is covered
by half an inch of foam rubber which tends to isolate it from
the component-filled cavity of the small case. "Hie effect of this
combined compliance and acoustic resistance is to cause a steady
fall in response below 500 c/s. (dotted curve fig. 4). A 6dB per
octave bass rise can be provided in the main amplifier by switching a suitable condenser into the negative feedback circuit.
The resultant overall response is shown by fig. 4 solid curve,
and seen to be remarkably level from 120 c/s to 5 Kc/s. The
price paid for this modification is a reduction in acoustic power
output caused by overload at low frequencies where the power
fed to the speaker is at a maximum. The internal speaker can
thus be used for low level listening or monitoring of a recorded
programme, but a good quality extension speaker is essential to
make use of the full capabilities of the recorder.
Comment: The objective tests detailed above are the easiest
part of this review to put over. Much more difficult is the
impression of absolute cleanness and transparency in the sound
quality on a wide range speaker system. It is difficult to put one's
finger on any one reason for this effect. For instance it is not
a matter erf exact equalisation or optimum bias in the recording
operation, because tapes recorded on other machines still sound
outstandingly good. In the same way, material recorded on the
3B sounds just that little bit cleaner on any other machine.
Rather is it a matter of every step in the overall recording and
reproducion process being just right: low wow and flutter,
properly screened head, D.C. on 1st valve, mu metal screening
can on 1st valve, exact equalisation, heavy negative feedback
around output stage, large and adequate output transformer,
optimum bias, etc, etc. I suspect that this is not a brand new
design but the culmination of many years of slow development—
but, after all, so is a Rolls-Royce!
A. Tutchings.

Mv at 50K. Rewind time approx. 40 sees, per 1,200 ft. of tape
(controllable). Power output 2.5 watts. Treble control 12dB
variation at 15Kc/s. Bass control 12dB variation at 70 c/s. Nett
weight 40 lb. Overall dimensions 18 in. by 17 in. by 9 in.
Price £92 8s. Manufactured by Brenell Engineering Oi. Ltd.,
la Doughty Street, London, W.C.I.
/~\NLY three speeds are available by operation of the panel
speed control: an overlapping range is obtained by replacing
the capstan sleeve. The control is calibrated in such a way that
either range may be read. Rewind is fast and smooth and a push
button brake is provided to slow the reels down near the end,
or to control the rewind tension. A safety button is fitted to
prevent accidental erasure and this has to be pressed to allow the
switch to be moved to the record position. All input and output
iack sockets are on the front panel but the mains switch is
15 i/»
.06%

VVvv-

:U!
3i !/»
.2%

1 Second
Fig. 1. Fluttergram readings for the four speeds.
hidden away at the back of the machine. A peak reading meter,
fed from the record amplifier, allows precise control of recording
level and the damping is such that it can be used for long
periods without fatigue or eye strain.
Wow and flutter: The four speeds were found to be exactly
as specified within the limits of my test gear. Wow and flutter
were commendably low and remained constant over the full
extent of the reel. Fig. 1 shows the fluttergrams for the four
speeds; it will be seen that there is no cyclical component to
IS i/s
'f l/s
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BRENELL
MARK V
TYPE M
RECORDER

Specification. Four tape speeds: 1{, 3}, 7i and 15 i/s. Separate
record and replay heads. Separate record and replay amplifiers.
Internal speaker 9 in by 5 in elliptical. Wow and flutter less
than .05 per cent, at 15 i/s, 0.1 per cent at 7i i/s, 0.15 per cent,
at 31 i/s, 0.25 per cent, at 1J i/s. Record replay response: 15 i/s
40 c/s to over 20,000 c/s ±3dB, 7i i/s 40 c/s to over 18,000
c/s, 3J i/s 40 c/s to over 13,000 c/s, 1} i/s 40 c/s to 6,000 c/s.
Signal noise ratio: unweighted including hum; 50dB at 7} i/s.
Output external speaker 15 ohms. External amplifier output 200

SdB
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1,000
5,000
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add or cancel, and that most of the flutter is random in character
and is due to slight longitudinal stretch of the tape as it passes
the three heads and pressure pads.
Play only responses: Fig. 2 shows the playback only responses
of test tapes with surface induction characteristics of 35, 100,
200 and 400 microseconds, at tape speeds of 15, 71, 3J and If i/s
respectively. The dip and peak effect at low frequencies, which
moves down in frequency as the tape speed is reduced, is a
wavelength effect which is a function of the pole face length of
the playback head. The high frequency responses are close to
the recommended CCIR characteristics. These responses are
from the external amplifier jack socket. It was noticed that this
outlet is fairly sensitive to loading capacity; a few feet of low
capacity co-ax screened lead dropped the output at 10 Kc/s by
(continued on page 589)
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TAPE, DISC and RADIO
... and NO EXTRA FOR CREDIT TERMS
ir Minimum Deposit
■A* No Interest or Service Charges on H.P. up to 18 months
■A* Free Service during Guarantee Period
Prices subject to alteration as announced
AT OUR HI-FI DEPT. AT
by manufacturers.
181 Streatham High Road
• MICROPHONES AND
•STEREO AND MONO
MIXERS
AMPLIFIERS by
Quad Walgain Rogers
Grampian DP/4 Dynamic
£8. 0.0
Leak Duld
Armstrong
Lustraphone LD/66
... £4. 2.6 Telefunken,
etc.
Lustraphone VR/64
by
Ribbon ... ... ...
£7.17.6 •TUNERS
Quad H.M.V. Rogers
Lustraphone LFV/59
Leak Dulci
Armstrong
Dynamic
£8.18.6
Simon 'Cadenza' Ribbon
£10.10.0 •LOUDSPEAKERS by
Reslo Ribbon or Dynamic
£9.12.6
Quad
G.E.C.
Reslo Cardioid
£10.12.6 W.B.
Wharfedale
A KG Stereo
Goodmans Tannoy
Dynamic D.88
£19.19.0
Audistatic Mordaunt
TSL 3 Channel Mixer ... £2. 2.0
•MOTORS, PICKUPS, by
Grundig Mixer
£16.16.0
Carrard Tannoy
Also in stock microphones by
Lenco
Shure
ACOS, FILM INDUSTRIES, TSL,
Connoisseur Decca(ffss)Stereo
G.B.C., TELEFUNKEN
Philips
Ronette
Thorens. All-Balance.
Goldring Ortofon SME
types of Diamond and Sapphire
• TAPES & ACCESSORIES All
sty//, stereo and mono. Microlifts,
Standard, Double Play and Long Play In Garrard SPG3. Acos Dust Bug.
all sizes by all leading makers.
CABINETS
# Pre-recorded Tapes by Columbia,
Record Housing
H.M.V., Saga, etc.
Leak 'Southdown'
Bib. Bond and Romagna splicers. Matching transformers Plugs, sockets, etc. Please note our only addresses as below

• TAPE RECORDERS AT 169/171
Stuzzi 4 Tr. Junior
26 gns.
•FERROGRAPH 422
110 gns.
Stuzzi Tri-Corder
63 gns.
FERROGRAPH 424
110 gns.
Telefunken
76
4
Tr.
60 gns.
Brenell Mk. V Model M ... 88 gns.
•Tclcfunken
85
KL
79
gns.
•Brenell Mk. V
64 gns.
Truvox
Series
80/2
Tr.
55 gns.
Brenell 3 star
58 gns.
Truvox
Series
80/4
Tr.
59
gns.
Brenell 2 star stereo
89 gns.
Truvox R7
82 gns.
Cos8or4Tr.
37 gns.
Uher
Universal
79
gns.
Cossor 4 Tr.
59 gns.
•Uher 4 Tr. Stereo
126 gns.
Elizabethan FT.I 4 Tr. ... 34 gns.
•Vortexlon
WVA
...
£93.13.0
Elizabethan FT3 4 Tr. ... 45 gns.
•Vortexion WVB ...
£110.3.0
Elizabethan 'Popular* De
•Vortexion C Stereo
£148.10.0
Luxe
24 gns.
Wyndsor
Heron
25 gns.
Elizabethan TT3
39 gns.
Wyndsor Victor
45 gns.
65 gns.
'Elizabethan Major
BATTERY PORTABLES
•Ferrograph 4AN
Philips Portable
24 gns.
81 gns.
Butoba
69 gns.
•Ferrograph 4AN/S
88 gns>
Grundig TKI
Fidelity Argyll Major
28 gns.
29 gns.
22 gns.
f Clarion
19 gns.
Fidelity Minor ...
^Clarion Twin Set ..
8 gns.
Grundig TKI4
35 gns.
Clarion Phonotrix
39 gns.
Grundig TK 24
55 gns.
Minivox C ... ...
23 gns.
'Grundig TK60 Stereo ... 128 gns.
Fi-Cord
59 gns.
•Harting HM8 Stereo ... 86 gns.
Fi-Cord 101
53 gns.
Korting MT 157 4 Tr. 85 gns.
Stuzzi 'Magnette'...
59 gns.
Magnafon Zodiac
39 gns.
Stuzzi Memo-Cord
25 gns.
Philips 4 Tr. 3541
34 gns.
FACTORY-FRESH BATTERIES
Philips 4 Tr. 3542
59 gns.
ALWAYS
IN
STOCK
Philips 4 Tr. Stereo 3536 92 gns.
•Microphone exfro
'Reflcctograph 'A* i Tr. ... 105 gns.
'Reflectograph 'B* i Tr. ... 115 gns.
WE SPECIALISE IN
36 gns.
Robuk
169-171 STREATHAM HIGH ROAD, LONDON. S.W.I6
• Tape to disc service
•Simon SP5
93 gns.
Sony ... ... ...
124 gns.
•
Tape
copy
service
STReatham 0466/0192
37 gns.
Stellaphone 4 Tr
• RECORDER HIRE
Stellaphone 4 Tr
59 gns.
Hi-Fi Dept. 181 STREATHAM HIGH ROAD, S.W.I6
SERVICE
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i
the name \ thai fulfils the promise
tsr km msz mm vffls t-i EkM mt
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,
of the most superb recording

witllwrn

uozv offers you an outstanding
I 2 track monaural portable

model

2 tracks 7" reels
3 speeds 7^ - 3|- Is
3 watts output
5" x 7" speaker
Instant stop — Bass lift

3B

Also available :
Model 6 Stereo Tape Deck.
4 tracks - 3 speeds - 3 heads.
Booklet ol reviews on request.
Price IIO gns.

cPRICE

TutuWmj GB ELSTONE ELECTRONICS LIMITED,
Edward St., Templar St., Leeds 2.
Telephone: Leeds 3-5111 (7 lines)

76 gru
(including carrying case) 1*588

as indicated by the record level meter, met the specification at
51dB. But, if true tape peak recording level could be reached,
this could be improved to 55dB.
Acoustic response: The overall acoustic response was plotted
by loading the machine with a white noise test tape and measuring
the sound level one foot from the speaker set with the tone controls at their cut and boost limits. Fig. 5. Thus for pre-recorded
CCIR tapes figs. 3 and 5 would seem to indicate that both controls should be set for maximum lift On the machine's own
recordings, however, the bass control is best set midway.
Comment: This is a well designed and beautifully made recorder. I was particularly impressed by the extreme accessibQity
of the various amplifier units. The whole control panel lifts
clear of the cabinet by releasing the two securing screws, and
adequate length leads are provided so that it may be turned
over for examination of the record or replay amplifiers, or placed
safely in front of the recorder whilst adjusting the bias control or
changing valves in the power unit
I would have preferred the recording level meter to be connected to the output of the playback amplifier, prior to the gain
control, so that it indicated the recorded level on the tape in true
professional fashion but failing this a small adjustment should
be made to the circuit so that full scale meter reading corresponds to true peak recording level and to ensure that the tape
overloads before the record amplifier. Apart from this relatively
minor criticism (a gain of 3-4dB in S/N ratio or recorded level
would be barely audible) 1 have nothing but praise for this
excellent machine and have no hesitation in recommending it
where a robust, well engineered, semi-professional recorder is
required.
A. Tutchings
Manufacturers Comment. We trust that the readers of this
review realise that to connect the meter to the replay amplifier
(as preferred by the reviewer) would deprive one of the
invaluable facility of ascertaining the correct recording level
before the recording commences. A preset control is incorporated to enable the signal to the meter to be adjusted if so
desired as outlined by the reviewer.

3dB. The responses shown are open circuit voltages measured
with a low-capacity valve voltmeter. Fig. 3 demonstrates the
action of the tone controls, which act on the output stages, and
shows the response at 7i i/s across the Ext. L/S outlet loaded
with a 15-ohm load. The negative feedback ensures that this
response wil be obtained with any reasonable speaker load.
Record replay responses: The curves of Fig. 4 indicate the
overall record replay responses from Radio input to Amplifier
+s
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output. These also show the playback head wavelength effect, but
the low note response below 200 c/s is better maintained by
slight bass pre-emphasis in the recording process. The high note
response at the slower speeds is sensitive to bias, and these
responses were taken with the bias set for maximum output at
1 Kc/s at a tape speed of 3i i/s.
If the machine is to be used mainly at the higher range of
tape speeds the bias should be increased slightly by setting for
maximum output at 71 i/s. This curtails the high note response
s. 15 I/S
75 l/S
sjl/s
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USE YOUR TAPE RECORDER OR
GRAMOPHONE
FOR SELF-IMPROVEMENT

5.000 10,000 20000
FREQUENCY CPS

at 31 i/s to 6-7 Kc/s, but lowers the distortion and tape modulation noise at the higher speeds with no sacrifice of frequency response. Overload tests showed that a level 8dB above test tape
level could be recorded on any make of tape, but that waveform
distortion was evident at about + lOdB level; this distortion was
not affected by changing the tape or the bias on any given tape
sample. Further measurement at the monitor jack showed that
the record amplifier overloaded before the tape so that full peak
tape level could not be reached.
Signal noise ratio: The unweighted signal to noise ratio was
43d B below standard test tape level, and peak signal noise ratio.
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Here are a few of the tapes and discs issued by
Educational Recordings Ltd.
SLEEP LEARNING
MIND MANAGEMENT
SELF-HYPNOSIS
PRACTICAL HYPNOTISM
SAFE SLIMMING POSITIVE PERSONALITY
"PERSONAL" RECORDINGS
INTERESTING BROCHURE
describing our full range of helpful recordings gladly
sent post free under plain cover and without obligation
POST THIS COUPON NOW

2

oue
-5

To EDUCATIONAL RECORDINGS LTD.
Dept. 13, 27 York Road, llford, Essex
NAME
[BLOCK LETTERS PLEASE)
ADDRESS

-IO
-IS
FIG.5

50

1

LEARNING

100

500

Ipoo
5000
FREQUENCY CPS

10.000
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YOU

PAY

CASH

THE

PRICE

ONLY-OVER

24

MONTHS!
HOWARD

WE

HAVE

THE

BIGGEST

SALES

IN

THE

COUNTRY I

WHY?

BECAUSE WE GUARANTEE YOU THE BEST TERMS.
They include:
DEPOSITS FROM ONLY 10% * 2 YEARS TO PAY * SPECIAL FREE OFFERS *
12 MONTHS FREE SERVICING * FREE DELIVERY ANYWHERE IN U.K. * NO
PURCHASE TAX
CHEAP SECOND-HAND MACHINES ^ COMMISSION PAID ON
SALES YOU MAKE FOR US
*
10% INTEREST PAID ON YOUR DEPOSIT
^
SPECIAL CUSTOMER DISCOUNTS
and lots wore besides.
As Main Agents for ALL the best makes, our Mail Order Department specialises in orders by
post with thousands of sales throughout the whole of England, Scotland, Wales & N. Ireland—
order from us wherever you live—You get cheaper terms, faster delivery, better service from us.
Nearly 500 machines in stock—dozens of different mains, battery & stereo models
—both new& second-hand—on permanent demonstration in our showrooms.
If you want proof of how you can save money by buying from us, write, phone or call in NOW for
free brochures and full details of our terms:

H

O

TAPE

WAR

D

RECORDERS

218 HIGH STREET, BROMLEY, KENT.

RAVensbourne 4477 & 4000

—cut off here and post this coupon to us NOW—
PLEASE RUSH ME FREE BROCHURES AND
FULL DETAILS OF YOUR TERMS:
Name
Address
NAME BELOW ANY MODELS YOU ARE
PARTICULARLY INTERESTED IN:

YOUR TAPE DEALER
TAPES REVIEWED

Specialists in Hi-Fi Equipment and Tape Recorders

THREE tapes from Saga this month, "Dancing and Dreaming" (STG 8041); "Silk. Satin And Strings" (STG 8045);
" Favourite Show Tunes" (STG 8044). The first two of these
were so good that I did not believe them. I therefore ordered
a second copy of all three from Teletape Ltd., in order to check
the " over-the-counter" product with the review copies. (This,
by the way is our standard practice—whenever an item is either
" too good" or " really bad "—and no offence is therefore
intended by publishing the fact!) It can save accidental misrepresentation in both directions. Anyway the second set of
tapes completely confirmed first impressions; and the result is
that the first of our new monthly " Plum " awards goes without
hesitation to Saga for "Silk, Satin And Strings." It is one of
the best that 3} i/s recordings of light music that I have heard
in a long, long while. The quality of both the programme
material and the recording are excellent. If you have yet to
sample a tape record, make this " Plum " your introduction.
"Dancing And Dreaming" is very nearly as good, and may
well out-sell the " Plum " selection on account of its programme
content. "Favourite Show Tunes" is quite good, but not in
the same top bracket; and it loses these marks because of a
wobbly bit of recording in one tune Dancing In The Dark").

CHELSEA RECORD CENTRE
203 KINGS ROAD, S.WJ FLA 2596
Open till 8 p.m. (except Thursdays)
Disc and Taps Reproducing Equipment and Tape Recorders
by Leading Manufacturers
CUSTOM BUILT INSTALLATIONS
All High Fidelity Requirements and Services Available
Estimates Free
Personal Service
Custom High Fidelity
371 GrMB Lanes, Palmers Green. London, N.I3
Tel. PALmert Green 5128
ALL LEADING MAKES IN STOCK
Cash or Easy Terms
LONDON'S FINEST SERVICE
207 EDGWARE ROAD, W.2
RADIO
PAD 3271/2
42 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, W. I MUS 2605

Iaskys

New Dubbing Equipment
1 was particularly pleased to receive these latest Saga tapes
because the company has suffered a lot of complaints in the past
as a result of uninspired and sometimes even poorly-recorded
tapes. We were promised better things, once their new masters
were available and once their new duplicating arrangements
were completed. If this is what we have been told to wait for,
the wait was worthwhile. And if Saga maintain this standard
they should soon have a big following. The details of the
three tapes are as follows:
Saga STG 8045. "Silk, Satin And Strings". Caesar Giovannini,
conducting the Radiant Velvet Orchestra. Mono. 31 i/s. Playing
time 33 mins. Price 32s. 6d. (Track one) Jalousi; Sleepy Lagoon;
Holiday For Strings; From This Moment On; Laura; Falling In
Love With Love; It's All Right With Me. (Track two) Stella By
Starlight; Jazz Pizzicato; El Choclo; Blues In The Night; Out Of
My Dreams.
Saga STG 8041. "Dancing And Dreaming". Played by The
Jay Norman Quintet. A monotape. 5-in. spool. 31 i/s. Playing
time 31 mins. Price 32s. 6d. (Track one) Time On My Hands;
Green Eyes; Out of Nowhere; It Had To Be You; How Deep
Is The Ocean; Amor. (Track two) Sombody Loves Me; Don't
Blame Me; The Breeze And !; The Way You Look Tonight;
Solamente: Easy To Love.
Saga STG 8044. "Favourite Show Tunes". A monotape.
5-in spool. 31 i/s. Playing time 37 mins. Price 32s. 6d. Played
by Sorkin Strings. (Track one) Surrey With The Fringe On Top;
Someday Til Find You; Adios; Midnight Bells; Fascinating
Rhythm; Dancing In The Dark; What Is This Thing Called Love.
(Track two) If There Is Someone Lovelier Than You; Blue
Moon; Oh What A Beautiful Morning; Long Ago And Far
Away; I Got Rhythm.
*

*

*

*

*

LEONARD G. FRANCIS PRESENTS . . .
SHEEN TAPE RECORDER CENTRE LTD.
SFECIAUSTS IN TAPE RECORDERS AND ACCESSORIES, ETC.,
YOUR CENTRE FOR FRIENDLY HEW—SALES AND SERVICE
8 STATION PARADE,
Showroom. Open until 7 p.m.
SHEEN LANE, SHEEN,
PROSPECT 0785
LONDON, S.W.U
(Next to Monlake Station S.R.)
Country and Provincial
BOURNEMOUTH
XATIOXAL RADIO SUPPLIES
66 Holdenhurst Road,
Bournemoath
Tape, Hi-Fi & components
Tel. 25232
H.D.KIRK

Specialists In High Fidelity
ISO HIGHER BRIDGE STREET

CANTERBURY
FERROGRAPH—REFLECTOGRAPH
FI-CORD — SIMON — PHILIPS ETC.
TAPES ALWAYS IN STOCK
ACCESSORIES
GOULDENS, 36, High Street
Telephone: 4034

* THIS MONTH'S PLUM-

SILK, SATIN and STRINGS
SAGA

rai
Phone: 23093
.BOLTON

R.E.S. (COVENTRY) LTD.
SPECIALISTS IN HIGH FIDELITY
and all makes of Tape Recorders
All leading makes of High Fidelity Equipment stocked and demonstrated under ideal conditions, -jr The Best Selection—Terms and
After Sales Service in the MIDLANDS.
R.E.S. (Coventry) Ltd. 128 Far Gosford St.
Coventry 28781/2

STG 8045

.SELECTED BY "THE TAPE RECORDER'
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

CROYDON, SURREY
Stockists of Grundig and all makes of tape recorders, tapes and
accessories. Specialists in tape synchronised with cine projectors
CROYDON CINE EXCHANGE LTD.
48 SOUTH END, CROYDON
Telephone: Croydon 0234
EXETER-DEVON
FILDEWS • =r
We cover the whole of Devon—Dorset—Cornwall and West Somerset with
Tandberg—Brenell—Philips—Grundig, Tape Recorders etc. Main Forrograph
distributors for area.
FARNHAM, SURREY
•jc Stockists of all the leading makes of High-Fidelity Equipment
Mc Comparative Demonstrations
^ Cabinet Manufacturers and Designers
if Personal service and satisfaction guaranteed
if Specialists in custom-built Hi-FI Equipment
LLOYD & KEYWORTH LTD, The Record Shop
26/7 Downing Street, Farnham, Surrey.
Te/ephone: Farnham 5534
SURREY AND HAMPSHIRE'S HI-FI DEALERS

Tape Recorder Centre (Halifax)
Yorkshire's Leading Tape Recorder Specialists
Comparative Demonstrations Dally # Official Telcfunkcn Service Amenta
HI-FI Stockists
SOUND INSTALLATIONS
30 King Cross Street, Halifax
Phono: Halifax 6MJ2
LEICESTER
ALL YOUR HI Fl REQUIREMENTS
H.M.V. QUAD LEAK ROGERS
Speakers by; TANNOY
MORDAUNT
LOWTHER
W.B.
WHARFEDALE GOODMANS.
Tope: FERROGRAPH
REFLECTOGRAPH
GRUNDIG
SIMON BRENELL,
Record Department: ALL LABELS-PARASTAT SERVICE.
LEICESTER CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETY LIMITED, High Street, Leicester.
Td: 20431

Advertisements for this section must be pre-paid and accompanied by a postal order, money order, or cheque. The rate is
6d. per word with a minimum charge of 7/6d. Box numbers
may be used for an extra charge of l/6d. The trade rate
is 9d. per word, plus 2s. for a box number, conditions on
application. Send replies to box numbers c/o " The Tape
Recorder 99 Mortimer Street, London, W.l.
All advertisements for the February issue must arrive not later
than January 4th.
Legal Notices
Associated British Tape Recording Clnb Ltd. Notice is hereby given
that the creditors of the above-named Company, which is being
voluntarily wound up, are required, on or before the 31st day of
January, 1962, to send in their full Christian and surnames, their
addresses and descriptions, full particulars of their debts or claims,
and the names and addresses of their Solicitors (if any), to the
undersigned, Ralph Michael Morris of 8 Fulwood Place, London,
W.C.I, the Liquidator of the said Company, and, if so required by
notice in writing from the said Liquidator, are, personally or by
their Solicitors, to come in and prove their debts or claims at such
time and place as shall be spccitied in such notice, or in default
thereof they will be excluded from the benefit of any distribution
made before such debts are proved.
Dated this 15th day erf November, 1961.
RALPH M. MORRIS.
Liquidator.
For Sale
Pre-recorded tapes. Unique complete catalogue listing all makes,
mono, stereo, 71 and 31 i/s including World Record Club tapes. Call
for free copy or send Is. mailing fee. Dept T.R.3 Teletape Ltd., 33
Edgware Road. W.2. PAD 1942.
Accessories for your Ferrograpb recorder. The " Numix" and
" Monitor " units, write for lists, tel' or call.—Nusound Recording
Co., 35 Craven Street, Trafalgar Square, W.C.2. Tel.: TRA 2080.
Tape/Disc/Tape transfer, editing, duplicating. If quality and durability
matter (especially with LP's from your precious tapes) consult Britain's
oldest transfer service. (LP's from 16s.). Limited quantity 1,800 fl.
American branded LP tapes 35s. Sound News, 10, Clifford Street,
London, W.I.
Recording Tape. Save up to 30%. Send for list. Also 50 secondhand Recorders in stock. E, C. Kingsley & Co.. 132 Tottenham
Court Road, London, W.I. EUS 6500.
Ask your dealer tor American Ferrodynamics " Brand Five " recording
tapes. The best tape value!

MANCHESTER
See the sound SPECIALISTS for your New Tape Recorder
Stockists of FERROGRAPH. PHILIPS. BRENELL,
GRUNDIG and other well-known makes
LANCASHIRE HI-FI LTD.
Home Music Centre — 8 DEANSGATE
(near Grosvenor Hotel)
MANCHESTER

Hi-FI for yon: Amplifiers, recorders, mixers, etc. Built to your
own requirements. Fully guaranteed. Estimates free.—Harmel Electric,
81 Ram Gorse, Harlow, Essex. Tel.: Harlow 25589.
Tape splicing is easy and accurate with Easysplicc Tape Splicer, 5s.
patented, guaranteed. Over 6,000 sold.—Easysplice, 30 Lawrence Road.
Ealing.
Recording Tape. See my advertisement on page 584. Nobody has
yet asked for his money back.—Villiers.

WESTWOOD'S
46 GEORGE STREET
PHONE: 47783

of

AVPADl^

Repairs and modernising of Tape and Gram equipment. New heads.
Amplifiers etc. fitted by Experts. Prompt service. Specialised Hi-Fi
equipment buiU to order for private or Studio use.—Harding
Eiectrooics, 120a Mora Road, London, N.W.2. GLA 1770.
Ferrograpb 2/AN converted to 3/AN. Excellent condition, regularly maintained, case slightly marked £53. No offers. Box (London)
286.

PETERBOROUGH, NORTHANTS

Tel; SS4S

GAMPKINS RECORD SHOP
RECORD TAPE AND HI-FI EQUIPMENT SPECIALISTS
ADDRESS

15 LONG CAUSEWAY
(IN CITY CENTRE)

STOCKS

" Brand Five " American Tape. Standard Play 5 in. (600 feet) I6s.,
Long Play 5 in. (900 feel) 18s. 6d.: 51 in. (1,200 feet) 23s. 6d.: 7 in.
(1,800 feet) 35s. Sent by return. Post Free!—Watts Radio, 54 Church
Street, Weybridge, Surrey.
Bargain, Grundig Electronic Mixer GMU3, 4 channel, very little
used with full instructions £9 9s. Cost £16 16s. Le Vene, 1
Bushy Road, Plaistow, E.13. Grangewood 0051.

nna

1
Approved by the manufacturers I
of the incomparable Ferrograph
Recorders whose decks are drilled
and fitted to accept the incomparable Bib Splicer.

RECORDING
PHILIPS
TAPE
Gives you a professional touch! This
handy precision tool lets you edit tapes
quickly and accurately—with no tape
wastage and no post-editing clicks. The
Bib T ape Splicer can be mounted directly
on the tape deck. It uses all your odd
lengths of tape, and pays for itself in
tape saving over and over again. Bib
value at 18/6!

at the

18'6

1 Thebrilliantnewbatteryoperated mobile recorder
24 CHS
CHELSEA

TAPE REEL LABELS
For identifying recorded tapes. Self adhesive—for
typing or writing. Space provided for title, composer, date, speed and type of tape. 24 in a packet
for 2/6d.

LONDON

203

TAPE

KINGS

ROAD

LONDON

SW3

RECORDING

FLA

2596

AND

CD ■i

CENTRE
te-

RENOWNED
PART

3 The Family Tape Recorder! Four Tracks!
Super-imposing facilities
34 GNS

CENTRE and all records and equipment

In case of difficulty, send remittance to: MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD.
MULTICORE WORKS. HEMEL HEMPSTEAD, HERTFORDSHIRE
TAUOl

HI-FI

2 The professional recorder at YOUR price 59 GNS

RECORD

AT YOUR DEALER'S NOW!

SOUTH

RECORDERS

EXCHANGE

and appointed agents for:
FBRROGRAPH 4AN
FERROGRAPH 4MU
FERROGRAPH 808
REFLECTOCRAPH "A" ...
VORTBXION WVA
BRENELL MKS"M"

81 (ns.
110 «n..
105 (m.
105 gm.
«J.IJ.O
89 fn..

SPECIALISTS
124 gm.
110 gns.
64 gnt.
92 gns.
82 gns.
93 gns.
59 gns.

SONY STEREO 521
TANDBERC Serial
BRENELL MK 5 ...
PHILIPS STEREO
TRUVOX R7
SIMON SP5
REPS RIO

ll you have outgrown your present tape recorder or hi-fi equipment and would
like to own a more advanced machine, as used by professionals and serious tape
recorder enthusiasts, contact us today for a free quotation.
We have thousands of satisfied customers throughout the British Isles. We
also hold a large stock shop-soiled and second-hand machines at bargain prices.
Ask for list.

FERROGRAPH 4AN, 81 gns.
Alto in Stock:—
TRANSISTOR-BATTERY Tuners
Grundig TKI ... 29 gns. Amplifiers
Minivox B ... 23 gns. Microphones
Butoba MT5 ... 69 gns. Transcription Units
Philips EL3S85 ... 24 gns. Speakers
Stuzzi
... 59 gns. Pick-ups

18-24 MONTHS
20% DEPOSIT
TERMS
BALANCE
12 MONTHS
AVAILABLE
FREE SERVICING—FREE DELIVERY—FREE TAPE OFFERS—200 MACHINES ON DISPLAY—OUR MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT
WILL DEAL WITH YOUR ENQUIRY BY RETURN. WRITE—PHONE—CALL FOR A QUOTATION ON YOUR MACHINE.
A LARGE SELECTION OF USED TAPE RECORDERS.
TELEPHONE: BALHAM 7710
THE

BEST

RE W

NO

INTEREST

TER>V1S

EARLSFIELD LTD. 266 UPPER TOOTING ROAD, LONDON, S.W.I7
100 yards from Tooting Broadway underground station; Opposite Tooting Market
593
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For Sale
Ferrograph 4B Deck. 3i/H with monitor head. Brand new in
original carton. List £41. Our Price £33. Carr. and packing 10s.
Hartlng Deck with Telefunken heads 3J/7i, new and unused, £22.
Carr. 10s. 1,200 ft. P.V.C. recording tape, 7 in. spool. Value 35s.
Our price 17s. 6d., P. & P. Is. 6d. 1,800 ft. America L.P. tape
on 7 in. spool. Value 50s. Our price 29s. 6d., P. & P. Is. 6d.
Telesonic Ltd., 92 Tottenham Court Road, London, W.I. LAN
1381.
Three complete volumes " The Tape Recorder", clean condition,
S.A.E. with offers to Chamberlain, 5 Almond Road, Shrublands,
Gorleston, Norfolk.
American recording tape new, boxed, long play tape, 1800 ft. on 7
in. 27s., lots of 4 £5, 900 ft. on 5 in. 16s., lots of 4 £3. Satisfaction
guaranteed and post free. Empty reels available. J. L. Darvell, 31
Hamilton Crescent, London, N.I3.
Secondhand recorders—Grundig TK1 £19 10s.—TK5 £19 10s.—TK24
£37 10s.—TK25 £27 10s.—TK820 £37 10s.—EMI TR50 £55—
Verdik SI £27 10s.—Brenell 3 Star £35—MSS Disc cutter, complete
£35—15 in. WFS Speakers new £12 10s. Magnegrapb, 1 Hanway
Place, London, W.l. LANgham 2156

HAMILTON ELECTRONICS
HIGH FIDELITY
TAPE RECORDERS 35 LONDON ROAD
TEL. 28622
SOCTRAMPTON

SOUTHAMPTON—SALISBURY
All the best makes of Tape Recorders
★ Hi-Fi Systems and Records
■jlr Expert knowledge and advice
The West of England High Fidelity Specialists
421 SHIRLEY ROAD. SOUTHAMPTON
J. F. SUTTON IS-18 QUEEN STREET, SALISBURY
WORTHING, SUSSEX
We stock Hi-Fi Equipment by Leak, Quad, Goodsell,
RCA, Acos, Garrard, Collaro, Tannoy, Wharfedalc and
Goodman and give fully comparative Demonstrations
BOWER & WILKINS LTD.
I Becket Bldgs., Littlehampton Road Worthing 5142

Exciting news from NRS! Revolutionary new " Symphony "
Automatic Tape Recorder makes its debut this month! Unique
in the whole world, opens up new vistas of enjoyment from
tape recording. Stuzzi Radio tuner adds radio to above for
only £5 9s. 6d. Details from Northern Radio Services (Dept.
T.R.) 16 King's College Road, London, N.W.3. Tel.: PRImrose
3314.
M.S.S. "Mastertape", used exclusively in our Studio and Workshops.
There is no substitute for quality. 1,200 ft. x 7 in, 35s.; 1,200 ft. x
5} in., 35s.: 1,800 ft. x 7 in., 50s.; post free. All sizes available.
Reeves Sound Service, 416 Moseley Road, Birmingham, 12.
Recording Tape 1,200 ft. P.V.C., I5s.; 600 ft.. 9s. R/Guarantee.
P/P Is. per spool. N. Walker, 28 Linkscroft Avenue, Ashford, Middx.

RAPID RECORDING SERVICE
78s & LPs from your own tapes
Master Discs and pressings
Recording Studio equipped with Bechstein Grand
Mobile Recording Van — " Off the Air " Service
PractisixiB studios with or without accompanist
21 Bishops Close Church Lane, E.i7 COP 3889

Wanted
Any offers? Tape dubbing wanted of the installation or enthronement of Dr. Ramsey, 100th Archbishop of Canterbury. Many thanks
to those who sent dubbings of the Royal Wedding. 1 have recording
of Westminster Abbey In Memoriara" service to the late Dag
Hammarskjold, U.N. Secretary-General. Dubbing of first 5 to 10
minutes would make this tape perfect. Thereafter, complete dubbings
possible. C. N. Blatherwick, 20 The Drive, Roundhay, Leeds, 8.
Miscellaneous
All makes of tape recorders repaired or modified. Miniflux heads
supplied. Audio installations built to your specification by John C.
Latham, Deimos Ltd., 8 Corwell Lane, Hillingdon, Middx.
L. Bishop Ltd., Tape Recorder Services, 1708 Bristol Road South,
Rednal, Birmingham. Telephone Rubery 709. Grundig Specialists.
Promote peace, fellowship, understanding! Join in " Worldwide
Tapelalk", 35 The Gardens, Harrow. S.A.E. for particulars.
Reeves Sound Service. The Midlands foremost service specialists,
repairs and overhauls to all makes of tape and audio equipment.
Retain the value of your instruments by placing your repairs in our
hands, we arc service agents to Government Departments and leading
Manufacturers. Over 14 years of audio specialising guarantees
satisfaction at reasonable cost. Trade service enquiries welcome.—416
Moseley Road, Birmingham, 12. Telephone Calthorpe 2554.

ADVERTISERS'
B.A.S.F. Chemicals Ltd
Brenell Englnccrinj Co. Ltd. ...
A Brown & Sons Ltd
City & Essex Tape Recorder Centres
Chelsea Record Centra
Educational Recordings Ltd.
E.M.I. Ltd.—Ssles & Service Ltd.
Elstona Electronics Ltd
Frsnds of Streacham
Garrard Engineering & Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Heathkic
Howard Tape Recorders
Ilford Sound Recording Studios
Jeffrey's of Lclch
Lee Electronics
Msgnegraph
Multicore Solders Ltd
Nusound Recording Co.
Philips Electrical Ltd
R. E. W. Earlsfield Ltd
Rapid Recording Service
The Recorder Co.
Reps Tape Recorders Ltd.
Reslosound
Saga Sound
Scotch Brand Tape
Soundcraft Magnetics Ltd.
G. W. Smith & Co. (Radio) Ltd.
Tape Recorder Centre Ltd.
A .Tucchlngs
Tutor Tape Co
Val radio Ltd
D. Vllllers
Zonal (Magnetic Coatings) Ltd,

Tape to Disc
Tapes? Transfer? Consult Sound News for better rates. See above.
Tape to Disc service, editing, and dubbing, all speeds. Studio
available for musical groups. Outside recordings our speciality. Hford
Sound Recording Service, 63. Aintree Crescent, Barkingsidc, Ilford,
Essex. Telephone: CRE 8947.
Quality Service, quantity discount, printed labels/covers. Audio
equipment supplied: callers welcome. MJB Transcription Service,
7, High Street, Maidenhead. Tel.: 230.
Tape to disc recording service. All speeds. Photographic sleeves
with all recordings. Details from E.R.S., 162 Shirland Road. London.
W.9.
Personal
S.O.S. Anyone in contact with Mr. Frank Barrett, Quebec, Canada,
please contact Mr. P. Stewart, 22 Coronation Grove, Swaffham, Nor594
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WE'VE GOT EVERYTHING—
AND NO INTEREST CHARGES ON H.R
in Tape Recording and Hi-Fi Equipment. No Interest
charges on orders over £30. Personal demonstrations in the Showroom; new 1961 edition of FREE 88-page
Catalogue. All Makes :
Lowther
Connoisseur
Collaro
Tape Recorders
H.M.V.
Hi-Fi Equipment
Film Industries
Goodsell
Goldring
Microphones
Grundlg
Verltone
Audlomaster
Speakers, etc.
T.S.L.
Elpioo
Elizabethan
Stuzzi-Magnette
Tape
Acos
Decca
Leak
Ferrograph
Fi-oord
Emitape
Philips
Lustraphone
Vortexlon
Truvox
Quad
Scotch
Boy
Wright & Wcalre
Cadenza
Rogers
Walter
Kurland
BASF
Reslo
G.E.C.
Armstrong
Brenell
Reps
Grundlg
Goodmans
Record Housing
Jason
Reflectograph
Wyndsor
Telefunken
Linear
C.Q.
Ddlci
Simon
Regentone
Irish
Tannoy
Wharfedalo
Pamphonic
Harting
Perth-Saja
Philips
Ortofon
Elac
Stentorian
Telefunken
Elektron
Agfa
B.J.
Aurlol
Avantic
Philips
Mlnlvox
Garrard
All Accessories. Tapes. etc. by return of post.
Kortlng
S.M.E.
Spectone
All makes in stock.
CHOOSE IN PERSON- CHOOSE BY POST
_Rj
For free Catalogue, send this coup"" to
The Tape Recorder Centre Ltd.. Dept. R 00 TAPE
75 Grand Parade. Green Lanes, llarnngay,
London. N.4.
Telephone STAmfordHill 114G
Name .
RECORDER
BLOCK LKTTERS PLEASE
L.
CENTRE
North London 75 Grand Parade, Green Lanes, Harringay, M.4. STA 1146
SHOWROOMS; Central London 82 High Holborn, W.C.I. CHA 7401
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in a jiffy
with the
BASF Tape Calculator

♦ I

Here's the BASF Tape Calculator that gives you all the
recording data you'll ever want—in seconds.
No more time-wasting, head-splitting calculations; playing times,
tape lengths, spool sizes ... just dial for information
you know is correct. There's a BASF Tape Calculator for you—FREE.
Write 'Tape Calculator' on a postcard, with your
name and address, and send it to BASF today.

the magnetic recording tape
that gives Authentic Sound

CHEMICALS LIMITED 5a Gillespie Road London N5
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